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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 27, 1977 In Our 98th Year
CONTEST WINNERS — It was a hard decision but the judges sel6cted the
four spooks pictured in these two photos as winners in the Halloween
Costume contests held at the morning and afternoon sessions of story
_ hour. at the Calloway County Public tibrary Wednesday.-In the photo at
left, are Amy ,Parker and Jennifer Jones, winners in the morning session at
right are Eric Niffengger and Sandra Hutchins. winners in the afternoon
session.
Photos by Jennie B. Gordon
House SocititSecuriti System• Bill May- -
Mean Higher Payroll Taxes For Workers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
headed toward passage today of a bill to --
keep the Social Security system from
going broke by drastically increasing
the payroll taxes paid by American
workers and their employers.
The House resurned consideration of
amendments, with the final vote to
follow.
hi its most important decision during
nine hours ordebate Wednesday, the
House voted 386 to 38 against im-
mediately bringing more than six
_ million.- government workers., under
Soeial-Security. -
Including the government workers
AVOUld ha educedthe tai bite-needed
to keep the system afloat because the
-additionaTviage earners tioard increase
the tax revenuer going into -Social -
Security.
The House vote approved an
City Council
Meets Tonight
The Murray Common Council is
expected to hear a report on progress
being made toward the reopening of
Chestnut Street at its regular meeting
• _tonightat city Hatt at 7 30. -
Also scheduled on the agenda for the
meeting is the first reading of a new




The Tioard of regents of Murrey-State,
University will hold a special meeting
at 11:15 /Lin Saturday, university
officials announced today.
The purpose of the meeting is to
discuss and release a statement
regarding Gov. Julian Carroll's
executive drder transfering control Of
the state's animal diagnostic
laboratory at Hopkirisville from the
Agriculture Department to MSU.
S.
PR ••
By T. Wayne Beasley
MSU History Professor
In the mid 1960's Gallup Polls showed
a majority of Americans opposed to
capital punishment. 1.was, at the time a
member of that majority. Capital
punishment seemed to me inhumane,
and beneath a civilized society. "How
can society murder someone for the
crime of murdering someone," I asked
myself? Now, I'm not so sure. Perhaps
'the mere proper question Sr "What
other choice is there?"
The oldest principle of justice in the
Western World is that of lex taliones, an
eye. for an eye. At least in a
philosophical sense there is a certain
equity in requiring the life of one who
has consciously, thoughtfully taken the
life of another. No other punishnsent for
first degree murder seems equally just,
"It Is,, 'sometimes argued that Mi-
ls
amendment deferring for at least two
years any decision, on making Social
Security mandatory for employes of
federal., .state and local governments
and of nonprofit organizations. The
House Ways and Means Committee had
voted to bring the workers into the
system immediately.
Under the bill as amended, the
maximum Social Security tax for both
employes and emplhers would go up
during the next decade from the
present $965 per year to $2,982. Without
.the- amendment; the maximum tax in
1987 would have been $250 less.
The ,amendthent, proposed-by Rep. -
Joseph L. Fisher, D-Va., calls for i two-
oear study of ikiriging-theivorkers,lhe
last remaining major groups not tinder
_SociaBecinity,underthe prograni.
Fecferal woiters now have separate
retirement plans and employes of state
and local governments and of nonprofit
organizations have the option of for-
ming independent plans.
Fisher argued, The consequences of
extending .coverage to all workers has
not been adequatetystittlfed7
Burns Says Less Spending
More Investment Needed
. WAS-M.1'4U
Reserve Chairman Arthur F.
Burns, criticizing the Carter ad-
ministration's economic policies, says
the country needs less spending and
more investment.
Meanwhile, Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal is urging Middle
East countries to hold down oil prices
as the government tries to keep the U.S.
trade situation from getting wrse."
The Commerce Department.
releasing figures today on U.S. exports
and imports for September, is trying to
determine how big the trade deficit will
be for the year.
While Burns was noting the business
sector's uncertainty that the economy
will continue to recover, Bethlehem
Steel reported a record $477 million loss
for its third quarter Wednesday.
Bethlehem and the four other top
steel producers have reported
aggregate earnings for the first nine
months of the year 69 per cent below the
same period last year.
In The auth iritiu7s-try, Chrystersattrits
profits dropped from $61.2 million in the
third quarter of last year to $30.4
million this year. General Motors Corp.
reported, however, that its profits were
at a record $402 Million for the third
quarter.
•
Burns and the administration are at
odds over the Federal Reserve's in-
crease in the discount rate from-531 per.
cent to 6 per cent this week. The
discount rate is what the central bank
charges banks to borrow money.
inside today 
Backers of the Fisher amendment
said it would be unfair to phase out
Separate 'pension plans .on which
wofkers-hanraildt,retirementplans.
-Imagine this situation," said Rep.
Herbert E. Harris,. D-Va.„ wheiiike
fisher represents a district containing
Many federal employes.
"You have been contributing to a
retirement program for 15 years. You
hive planned your family and
retirement dn that basis. Theri
— Congress tells you that there will be
drastic -changes in the plaa,-r-
said. -
Opponents of the Fisher amendment
-.cited_ numerous studies-elating bat* to.
the 1930s recommending including
government workers in Social Security.
_ They said another study is unneeded
and said the real _reason for the heavy
lobbying by groups" of federal employes
for the Fisher amendment was the
ppeurtunityLhey have for "double
• dliaPing-"-
-Double dippers" collect two
government checks. For example, a
-person can retire from k government
job and then accept a jolY covered by
Social Security to qualify for a second
pension.
One Section -48 Pages '
Murray Ledger & Times columnist M. C. Garrott calls
for more visits like that of former Arkansas Congressman
Brooks Hays, who came to the MSU campus recently.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Tran-
sferring control of the state's animal
diagnostic laboratories from./ the
Agriculture Department "to tete
-Universities could me ah- the loss of $6
itlillion üiiederaL funds, Agriculture
Conunissipner Thomas Harris says.
Gov. Julian Carroll has signed an
executive order transferring the tabs at
Hopkinsville and Lexington to Murray
State University and the University of
Kentucky, respectively.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
bas- "bidieated their -displeasure- by
Letter," Harris said Tuesday in a
telephone 'interview from Frankfort.
'They were very well satisfied with the
way things were going and we were
too.
In a letter to Harris on Friday, Dr.
M.J. Tillery, southeast regional
director of the USDA's Animal and
Plaht Health Inspection •SerViee,- said
the laboratory service "is of vital
importance to our joint brucellosis
eradication program."
Tillery said.. he feared the present,
"quite harmOniouS" arrangement may
be endangered should "third parties...
intrude •Isito-tise-ecooperative e+
between your department and APHIS."
The state Agriculture Department
recently started a vaccination program
for calves,. with the help of federal
funds, in an effort to rid the state of
brucellosis, a disease which causes
sterilty, abortion and loss of milk
• psYsivetion in cattle. , -  -
The brucellosis eradication program
is in a critical stage, Tillery said, ad-
ding that -a "more stressful situation -
would result from the change of
- direction of our laboratories."
The federal goyei-tunentpis, expected.,
to give the state $6 million over the next
two years for the program, and, Harris
said, "We've got to work it out with
Ahem. or we. coubilose the. funds."
In a letter Monday to Carroll, Harris
said the effectiveness of the program
-"may be jeopardized if the federal
government lises this transfer as a
reason to cancel cooperative
agreements currently iii effect between
this department the USDA." -
Harris said Tuesday he had no
criticism of either university, but added
he felt _the. laboratories have "been
working rather smoothly," and the
program should be left untouched.
Harris- told the -Murray Ledger &
Times Wednesday afternoon, "It's
difficult to say at this point what effect
it (the change i is going to- have. Of
course all the laws that have been
drafted, the state department of
livestock sanitation, the state
veterinarian, agriculture com-
missioner, all are responsible for
liVestock health or for any epidemic el:
any disease that might break out. I feg
the labs are a part of that overall
program."
-Harris reiterated -the---"thifd party
change could jeopardize the receipt of
additional federal funds. "We have a
contract with the federal government
and Dr. Tillery, head af the region, says
they like the setup the way it is," Barris
said.
Asked about a possible gradual
change form the diagnostic emphasis of
the lab to research, Harris said, "The
bond issue passed toraise the money -
for the lab specifically aajd.thet it was _
to be used for dilignostic services -only.
What'll happen, I don't know. I hOpe the-
services continue to the farmers, the
livestock people,"..
Murray Stz.,te University President
Constantine "Deno" Curris, in a
prepared statement, emphasized,
"Murray State University pledges
'continuation of that ievet-of serviceand -
pledges to retain the service function as
the primary objective of the diagnostic.
lab. In addition and conststenrwittithe -
Governor's executive order the
university will work to establish a
strong and meaningful program on
research and production problems
contronting the livestock industry.". •
An. aide to Carroll, Roy Stevens, said
the governor felt that the two facilities
could-provide broader services while
continuing the present work of detec-
tion, prevention and control of animal
diseases.
--eice-C-UtiW-Otder saii—the
Agriculture Department will continue
to receive laboratory services cork-
sistent with state and federal diagnostic
requirements, he said.
It also directs the schools to
cooperate with the department in en-
s-miring - that - Kentucky's farmers---
- "continue to receive the level of service
presently offered by the laboratories.",
Stevens said in a tetrpholie 
trenxtranklort. :
The USDA still can contract wi..th.tbe; ,
state Agriculture Department for joint
programs and the state department
can, in turn, deal with the universities,
Stevens said._ _
The administration, Stevens said, is
"confident that any official reaction





Murray Jaycees will once again man
street corners and conduct the popular
"chocolate and popcorn station" at the
old city park Halloween evening.
According to a Jaycee spokesman,
the safety program will begin at -p. m. •
Monday with children of alL ages in-
vited to the old city, park for popcorn,
hot chocolate and lemonade.
Last yearthe_Jayeees_fedfrom 5001o_ 
700, the Jaycee spokesnian said.
Some 25-30 Jaycees are expected to
man heavily crossed street corners in
Murray for trick-or-treaters.
The program is going into its fifth
year, the Jaycee spokesman said.
Capital Punishment: Is it Necessary?
-
prisonment forever is a proper punish-
ment and it might be. In American
criminal Justice, however, almost no
one ever serves such a sentence. Veky
seldom do first degree murderers serve
more than ten years imprisonment. It is
difficult to argue that ten years from
one's life equals the entirity of the life of
another.
If capital punishment is not
"civilized" why has it been a part of
every civilization? Throughout history
' there are examples of peoples who have
become so - tolerant and so un-
derstanding that they have proven
unable to withstand more savage and
more brutal criminals or invaders.
Should we encourage murderers with
the knowledge that we will meet their
savagery with sympathy and kindness?
I have been arguing thus far that
capital punishment is just, that society
deserves revenge. A more empirical
argument May be that no other punish-
ment is as effective. In the 1960's it was
widely reported, and many people were
influenced .by the argument, that
,.capital punishment had not resultechn
a decrease in capital crimes. This ;s
faulty logic. What the statistics proved
was that capital purtishrpent applied
occasionally, sparingly, discriminately
against certain races and certain social
classes, sometimes, had no effect .1'.
capital crimes. How could anyi.i.e
dispute that or think otherwise?
In Saudi Arabia justice is still based
on the lex taliones principles of, tne
Koran. In the towns and cities of
Arabia, merchants letve diamonds.
jewelry, rare coins, gold on sideyy a lk
(Continued On Page 131
C ••
By Adam B. Limning
MSU Sociology Professor •
I believe that capital punishment is
undemocratic, is immoral, is not a
deterrant to crime, is unjust in ap-
plication, is costly, and is barbarous to
the extreme. I don't make these
statements idly. The arguments sup-.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose of the Local Issues Forum series 
is to
stimulate public interest in major issues at the local level. Reader 
response
to the thoughts-presented in these two artides is encouraged.
Letters should be addressed to local Issues Forum, The Murray 
Ledger 8,
Times, P. 0. Box 32, Murray, ll 42071 and should be delivered to 
the
newspaper office by Tuesday. ",,ember 1. letters will hes compiled and
published on Thursday, November 3-
- Pro and con articles on another topic of local interest will be published
on Thursday, November 10. I
This series is jorittly sponsored+Y the Kentucky Humanities (,.ouncii. m
e
• College of Humanistic_ Studies at Nitir9y State University, and The. Murra
y 1
ledger & Tinies: 
..
  --ri
porting these assertions are So com-
pelling, in my estimation, that I have no
alternative but to. openly profess, my._
abject rejection of the institution of
capital punishment. Let me be more
specific.
The traumatic, forceful taking of a
human life, as a method of dealing with
the perpetrators of certain heinous
crimes—murder, rape, kidnapping, et.
al.—seems to me quite inconsistent
with basic' fundamental values of
American society. One such in-
congruity is that it violates the Judaic-
Christian ethic of charitable fair-play.
Capital punishment is a form of
collective vengeance which is hardly
permissable in a truly fnoral society
which calls itself Christian. Is it more
moral for the state to take a life than for
an individual?
Proponents, of capital punishment
often claim that it is necessary because
it acts as a preventative—a deterrent to
those who would conterhplate the
'commiSsiori of capital crimes. Yet,
there is riot the first atom of evidence to
support this assertion. On the Contrary,
there is ample evidence which
demonstrates that the imposition of the
death penalty, is no more effective than.
imprisonment in deterring crime.
Studies by Dann 1935).) Schuessler
(1952), Savitz (1958), Sellin )1959), -
Campion 11967i, and Baldos and Cole
(1975) support the following conclusions
beyond reasonable doubt: When the .
death penalty is used in a given state,
there is no decrease .in the rate of
criminal homicide: Use of the death
penalty may even increase the sub- -
sequent murder rate in--a given state;
Death penalty states do not as a group
have lower rates of murder than non-
death penalty states; States that
abolish the death penalty do not show
increased murder rates after abolition;
States that have reinstated capital
punishment after abolishing it have not
shown a decreased rate of criminal
homicide; Police officers on duty do not
suffer a higher rate of criminal assault
and homicide in abolition. states;
Prisoners and prison perstemel- do not
suffer a higher rate of criminal assault
- (_Contlniiedpil f.4e- Ill ' -. _
•
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Thursday, October 27
Gamma Gamma Chapter of




will ineet at South Pleasant
Grove church at seven p.m.
Officers will meet at six p.m..
Wranglers Riding
meet at the Calloway County
Court House at seven p.m.
Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have an open bingo party at
the club house at 7.30 p.m.
Friday, October 28
Halloweer. and game .party
for the Golden Age Club will
be at 6:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Center. Special treats will be
for those in costume. Light
. refreshments will be served.
POtliiCk dinner for all
students of Murray Normal
and Murray Training School
from 1923 to 1939- will be at
University Branch of Bank of
Murray at 6:30 p.m. Call Alice
Bea Rogerts Hopkins, phone
753-1330, for information.o
Reunion of former Training
School-Calle_g.e. High-
IhtiverSity School faculty,
their spouses, and spouses of
deceased faculty member*,
will be at Colonial House
Sin9rgasbord at six p.m.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
..and Associates will have a
luncheon at the Colonial House




Fall Festival will be held at
North Calloway Elementary
School with supper to be
served starting at 5:30 p.m.
and activities to start at six
p.m. The event is sponsored
by the Parent-Teacher Club.
Story Hour by Outreach
Program of Calloway Public
-Library will be at the Ellis
Center at three p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
and American Mountain Men
will have a prirnitivesamping
atid survival weekend with
advance registration
required.
Dinner and party for all
students and graduates of the,
1940's at Murray • Training
School will be at the Holiday
Inn at seven p.m.
Banquet 110norint Richard
r-Doc Farrell, retired
chairman of the Department
of Music, Murray State, will
be' at Beshear Gym, Student
Center, at 'six p.m.
Murray State Agriculture
Alumni dinner will be at Judging for costume contest
Friday, October 28
Essence Club of Murray
State University will have a
M. Homecoming King dance
at the UCM building at nine
p.m. Admission will be fifty
cents.
Saturday, October 29
Land Between the Lakes
events will include. stitchery.
War-kiln:9 at --Empire Farm
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
and Half-Marathon, 10,000




Training School on Murray
State University campus will
be aX. eleven a.m.
Breakfast honoring Richard
W. (Doc) Farrell, retired
chairman of the Department
of _Music, Murray State, will
be -at- 7:30 a.m. at Winsloiv-
Cafeteria, MSU.
Saturday, October 29
At bedtime move clock back
-one hour as daylight saving
time ends at two a.m. Sunday.
Sunday, October 31
Murray Civic Music
Association will present the
Louisville Symphony Or-
chestra at 3:30 p.m.-in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is by
Civic. Music Association
membership card or MSU
student identification card
Ststgluary.- workshop will.
continue at Empire Farm,
Land Between the Lakes,
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
God Squad of First Christian
-Chui-Ch wilr Collect for
UNICEF from 3:30 to five
p.m. in areas in Murray. A
Halloween party will follow at
the church.
Monday, October 31
Adult . Great Books
Discussion Group. will meet at
'Calloway Public library at
bry en p.m.
" • tor Hour by Outreach
program of Calloway Public
Library will be at Douglas
Center at three p.m.
_Colonial House Smorgasbord
at seven p.m.
"ALTribits to Doe Farrell,"
.-featuring trombonist Kai
Winding, Murray State Jazz
Band, Jan Combo, and the
Trombone Choir will begin at
eight p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium,. MSU. No -ad-
mission will be charged.
German Club of Murray
State University. will have its
October Fiesta starting at four
p.m.
Plans and Pratt-Min as Mayor
1. -No promises-exeept to direct the affairs of city
government as -effectively; efficiently and
economically as my ability permits. But in.. a_ _
cooperative effort with the city council, department
heads and city personnel and hopefully with your
.confidence and support. . _
2. City government has a number-of pr.ograms now
underway which should be completed and others in
the planning stages. These alone will require every
bit of the time and energy of all city departments.
3. These include one of the largest and most difficult
projects ever undertaken by the city of Murray.
upgrading of the sewerage system, cost $4,500,000 to
• `95,000,000, ordered by the Federal -government
I EPA I 75% federally funded.
4. Implementation of any number of city functions to
_ computers such as_ payroll, budgets, personnel,
cycle, billing of utilities and others.
5. Implementation of central purchasing in an effort
to save on purchases through an effective organized
program..
„
( To be continued tomorrow )
- The Man With A City Plan
-*. H. Ed Chrisman
Please Clip
More Issues To Follow






Homecoming - Parade will
begin at 9:30 a.m. at the
University and move to the.
downtown area.
--1wni sfitorgaiborck at
Murray State University will
start at eleven a.m. at the




Currie will 'be hosts for .the
_ traditional" MSU hoinecrOming
reception at Oakhurst im-
mediately following the
• Murray and Eastern football
game with approximate time
of 4:30 p.m.
-Rauniorr --of - Murray




throughout its years of
existence will be held at the
West Kentucky LiVestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, at six p.m.
of MAirray:Callow_ay County
15arks and Recreation
Department will begin at four
. PP_ _Otte
_North Tenth and Payne
Streets.
Get Together . of -all
graduates and former
students of College High and
University School from - 1980
_until it was closed will be at
the Oaks Country _Club
following -The barbecue'
rennion. Call Jeanie- A4organ
or Vickie. Nance for in-
formation.
Murray State Black Ad-
visory Council with Minority
Awareness Committee will
have a dance at Beshear gym.
from nine p.m. to one p.m.
'Admission will be one dollar
for _stucleritsk_two. dollars for
non students, and $3.50 for non
student couples.
- Youth Group of Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will collect for
UNICEF from one to four p.m.
-in areas of Murray:•The youth
will be identified by special
cartons.
Homecoming dance (open)
will be at Murray -Country
Club from nine p.m. to one
a.m. with Dr. and Mrs. Allen
Moffit as_chairmen. Price will






Coats - 1 0% Hi
„Soutliside Square
Downtown Ifurrny. Ky.
P.E.O. dinner will be at six
p.m. in Holiday _Inn's Red
Room, followed by program
on Cottey College by Miss Lois
Berg, guest, at seven p.m.
League -et-Wurne.trainters
will sponsor an open forum
with. inajoralty randidnres.Ed_
on Cable TV Channel 11 from
eight • to nine p.m. Ruth
Howard will be moderator.
Persons may send questions to
Mary Jane Littleton, 809
Sharp Street, Murray, or
atteTid the forum with
questions.
. ThellrdAnnual_Coliference
of the 23rd District of Quota
International will be held at'
Barkley Lodge October 28, 29,
and 30. - Miss Mary Lock,
"governbr-of the 23rd,District of
Quota - International will
preside over the, conference.
Miss Lock is a charter
member of the Magnolia,
Arkansas Quota Club, which
was chartered May 1950. Miss
Lock has held every office in
MARY LOCK
DISTRICT GOVERNOR
local club -and has been
president twice; she was a
member of the Credentials
Committee at the Quota In-
ternational Convention in
1963; She has served is
Chairman of most committees








Eircellent flavor and calorie-
saving.
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine
?.,4 cup chopped celery with
teaves
ca cup chopped onion
bunch (about 1'2 pounds)
broccoli, cut into small
pieces '
2 cups clear fat-free beef
broth
lot teaspoon salt
44 teaspoon pepper •
1 cup milk
In a medium saucepan gently
cook the celery and onion in the
butter until wilted. Add bro6
coil, broth, Salt and pepper.
Bring to a boil; cover and cook
over medium heat until broc-
;coil is tender -- about 20 pin-
Puree in an electric
blender or a food All. Stir in
milk and heat. Makes about I
quart. II soup is thicker than
you like, add broth °Milk and
correct seasoning.' • - '
aa •
HALLOWEEN DECORATIONS—Thelma Nanney visited the kindergarten class of Bar-
bara Wildey at Carter School and showed the teacher and students ways one can
decorate cupcakes for Halloween. _Students pictured are, left to right, Traci Walker,
Donna lone, jay Suiter, Tina Lane, Sabrina Urgohart, Roger Hutson, and Toby Bowker.
Miss Lois Berg, an Ad-
missions Counselor for Cottey
College, _Nevada, Missouri,




counselors, parents of in-
tereSted students, and
P.E.O.'s on Monday, October
Mary is the nusines
manager of the . Magnolia
Clinic in -Magnolia, and has
worked at" the Magnolia Clinic
for 31 years. She earned a B.A.
Degree at Ouachita Baptist
University, Arkadelphia, Ark.
Other than Quota In-
ternational, Miss Lock has
membership in the American
Association of university
Women, in the Women's
Credit Club and the Eastern
Star.
She is a member of the
Central Baptist Church in
Magnolia, where she has
-taught a girls Sunday School
for the past 17 years and is
also past president of the
Arkansas State BusinesS
Women's Circles.
, Mary was also a member of
the Columbia County Bi-
Centennial Committee in 1976








31, at 7:00 p. m. in the Holiday
Inn's Red ROom.
Cottey, residential, two-
year liberal arts college for




200,000 women dedicated to
providing educational op-
portunities for women.
Located 100 Miles south of
Kansas City, Cottey, with a 10-
1 student-faculty ratio,
stresses personal attention in
the academic, social, and
counseling areas.. The 350
students come from more than
40 states, Canada, and several
'foreign countries. The P.E.O.
Sisterhood, through its state
chapters, offers a large
number of scholarships to
students who are accepted at
Cottey.
Miss Berg, a 1975 graduate
of Cottey, received her B.A.
degree from the University of
Washington in Seattle. Her
visit to Murray is being
sptuisua ecl by-the- tont • P.E.O.
- Chapter M. -
A dinner for P.E.O.'s is
scheduled at 600 p.m. in the
Red Room. The slide
Presentation on Cottey at 7:00
p.m., followed by question and




Mrs. Carol L. Boaz anct.
Baby Girl, Rt. 3, -Murray,
Shane L. Schroader, Riviera
Cts. Lot 107, Murray, Mrs.
Henrietta S. Kibbler, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tn., Mrs. Rita
G. Kimbro, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Mary P. Hooks, Rt. 8,
Murray, James A. Gilson,. 215
Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Margaret L. Campbell, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tn., John E. Cathey,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Donna S.,,
Cope, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Anna C. Felts, Rt. 3, Benton,
.Otis B. Bennett, 306 N. 7th.,
Murray, Mrs. Doris M.
Davenport, Rt. 10 Lone Oak
Rd., Paducah, Mrs. -Patricia
C. Allen, 210 Greenwood,
Paris, Tn., Ted W. Brown, Fox
Meadows Lot D-3, Murray,
Steve White, 440 Tyson Ave,
Paris, Tn., Herbert W. Farris,
1311 Oltve, Murray, Mrs.
Florine L. McKinney, Box 694
H, Rt. 5, Murray, Artell M.
Wright, Rt. 9, Benton, Ray E.
Sinclair, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Bytha B. Self, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Burlie A. Dublin, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, J.B. Wilson, Rt. 1,
Murray, Cksittee -S. Town-
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Serving raw cranberry relish
has its advantages because you
can use less sugar in it than in
the cooked sauce.
At Club Saturday
Tickets for the homecoming
dance at the Murray Country
Club on Saturday night will be
five dollars per person and not
five dollars per couple as ...
previously „announced.
The dance ValI be-from nine
p.m. to qne a.m.. with Byron
Gallimore and his Com-
monwealth Band to provide
the music. The dance will -be
open with all Murray State
University-alumni and their
friends_ invited.
Dr. and-Mrs. Allen Moffitt
are over-all chairmen for the '
dance.
OveTteaUngtheese
Using cheese in sauces or
atop casseroles? Add it at the
very end where the heat fetun
sauce or casserole helps to
melt it, without much cooking.
Cheese is an instant food that
melts readily. Overheating or ,





it- you ate planning to go
to college or preparing your-
self for career advancement by
enrolling with a home study
school, why should you select
an "accredited institution?"
Max. and more people es
asking this question became
the Federal program for edu-
cational grants and loans is
linitest.. to students who.. at:
tend accredited schools. But
the subject deserves the con-
sideration of all persons plan-
ning to continue their edu=
cation.
The U.S. Office of Educe-
lion has approved a number
of accrediting agencies to
determine the reliability and
quality of education or train-
ing offered by schools and
colleges, Accreditation is a
process that gives public rec-
ognition to schools that meet
certain standards and provide
the quality of gducaiton they
purport to offer. Accredita-
li911.149. assures. the_ studeat.
that the school operates on a
sound -financial basis, has an
approved program of study,
qualified instructors, adequate
facilities and equipment, and
approved recruitment and ad-
mission policies.
When it comes to looking
for quality schools, accredits-
tion.is a student's best friend.
It would be virtually impos-
sibTO-T5F-any one stuaerit
to duplicate or "second guess"
the extensive investigative ef-
fort done by reliable accredit-
ing groups.
The National Home Study
Council's Accrediting Corn-
mlksion, for instance, is the
eatiotietir recognized .agency
for home study schools. A
directory of accredited home
study schools is available
without charge from NHt3C,
1601 18th St., N.W., Wash-
















*I's  The Little Girl
Who Lives
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I can't sign My name because I don't want
to humiliate my husband, but I need some suggestions.
We've been married for 20 years and have • a lovely'
family. We've had our ups and downs, but the biggest
problem now is my husband's refusal to brush his teeth.
It's repulsive.
He's a heavy smoker, which doesn't help his breath any,
and he's always having problems with sore gums. He
hasn't been to a dentist in years, and his teeth are rotting
away.
His breath has gotten so bad lately that_ liolsititri 'hada
sore throat and he could kiss me only on the cheek. Now
he's complaining that I've had the longest !'sore throat" in
history, and -he's stopped kissing me altogether.
I love my husband and would like to kiss him, but that
terrible breath turns me off.
' FEELING GUILTY
DEAR FEELING: If you could drag him to a dentist, I'd
be all for it. But a grown man who'refuses to clean up his
act doesn't deserve to be kissed on the lips, we don't feel
guilty.
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend stood meup last night. He
didn't call me before work this morning to explain, and
when I called him later, he got mad at me for being mad
at him for standing me up. He said I should have ,
"understood."
Tell me, what are the ethics in such a gituation?-
... STOOD UP
DEAR STOOD UP: Your boyfriend-has learned that the
best defense is a strong offense. It's bad enough that he
stood you up, but if you could reach him by phone later, he
could have reached you by phone to explain.
-Lose him, unless you are prepared to "understand" a lot _
of other things you can't understand.
DEAR ABBY: A lady with whom r was Well acquainted
passed away last wet* after -t lingering illness.:Lter family .
svali well aware of the hopelessness of her condition. The
clay after her death, her two teenage daughters were back
lb school going about their. -business as usual, Without'
showing signs of their loss or sorrow in any way.
, Their friends and teachers were shocked at this
ipparent lack of feeling.'Am I wrong to feel that, Out of
respect to their mother's memory, they should have stayed
at home for the one day between her death -and her
-funeral? , - - - .
OLL)-FASHIONED
4 DEAR OLD-FASHIONED: How other people handle
their grief and react to Their tosses Is a very persotat
matter. Judge nut test-yir be judged:-
• For Abby's booklet, "How to -Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send 81 to Abigail Van Buren,. 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
(24) envelope. - '
40- •
Murray UDC Chapter' inns
Honors At State Meeting
The United Daughters of the
Confederacy held its- annual
state meeting at the Ramada
Ian, Paducah, October 8th and
96h, with the Paducah Chapter .
as host.
Several members of the J.N.
Williams Chapter of the UDC
from Murray attended the
business meeting and
memorial services, but two
members—Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, recorder Of crosses,
and Mrs. Sydney McKinney,
first vict-president of the
—Kentucky Division, attending
all sessions of the meeting.
During the business meeting
reports- were read from the
chapters and state officers.
Mrs. John J. Livesay, chapter
president of Murray, reported
on the progress and activities
of the J.N. Williams chapter.
As state chairman of radio
and television progiambig,
Mrs. Livesay reported
Murray exceeded all other
state chapters.
A memorial service was
held for deceased members
during the past year. Mrs.
Livesay lighted candles in
memory of Mrs. Melas Linn,
the last real daughter of the
chapter, and Mrs. Henry
Elliot, a charter member and




memorial were Mrs. Livesay,
chapter president, Miss
Maude Nance, past president
of the Kentucky Division, Mrs.
Leonard _Vaughn, Mrs. W.Z.
Carter, Mrs. Sydney
McKinney, and Mrs. James
Hammack. Due to the illness
of Miss Nance, she was unable
to stay for the banquet and
Quill breakfast.
The Murray Chapter was
awarded a prize for best
publicity in the state; and at
the Quill breakfast on
Saturday, Mrs. McKinney was
awarded a prize for the- best
poem. Murray can be very
proud of the J.N. William



































Cosmetic cases and •
BILLFOLD
SPECIAL
Regular values to 8.00
NOW 1/3 OFF










Don't miss the savings!
200° OFF
Our entire stock at an unheard-of_
savings, Don't delay!





Buy several pair at a savings of




Regular 2.25 to 35.00
1 69 2599TO





Regular 11.00 to 21.00
699 To 1599


















Wanted sWos by Gossard and
Formf it. Savo today!





Folding styles. in assorted solids
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NOW 173 OFF
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Horoscope
 Frances Drake  
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1877 •
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars key, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
.Stress quality rather than
_ sulantitY.1/01rilf..effOrtl... clet_
TODAY'S malters out of the
way before seeking further. You
are adept at squeezing out the
best in a project — important
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A relatively easy day -- once.
you get the gist of trends and go




(May 22 to June 211 114fr
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. Influences
also favorablefor romance and
travel..
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 600
Don't listen td what others Say
when you have reason tiSbelieve
-- that the 'saute TS'Altettleriable. -
Stress your good judgment and
objectivity.
LEO
1July 24 'to Aug. 231 .12
In both job and financial
matters, use only time-tested
procedures. Don't attempt
anything risky now. And DON'T
try for the_azumasonatile: -
VIRG6
(Aug. 24 to Sept. M
Don't mix pleasure with
business arid don't try to force
issues. For the present. it wtll
be better to let things take their
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 -to Oct. 23 • -=--•••
You have mstincuye know-
how in many areal, but may
tend to get off the track now, go
off unwisely on tangents. Be
alert — and avoid.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22( ntetc
Brace yourself for some
opposition. Prepared,, you can
cope with it more easily, even
outwit it.
SAGI1TARIUS
(Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
Financial matters now have
an element of risk, so make.
your moves slowly and
deliberately. Personal
reTatt5nifirp-r
promise to be exceptionally.
congenial. •
CAPRICORN.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Icra
You may have to revise some
views, revamp a pre-planned
crogramif you are to attain the
goals you desire. But do this
efficiently and good results are
certain.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 te-Fteb. 19)
Watch and wait before you
engage in new undertakings,
but do not hesitate where real
advantages are obvious. A




TIOW. us fact, a comparatively
new acquaintance could be
responsible for a complete —
and better — change in your
outlook.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a highly active
mind which is always teemingliith-progrengiver4deat AND
practical concepts for carrying
them out. Stability and security
are your first concerns and you
will work tirelesily to attain the
goals you set for yourself- You
have a tremendous sense of
responsibility and both family
members. and business
associates knoW that you will
never let them down. Hen....
however, you may sometimes
find impositions placed upon
you. Be alert! Fields in which
you could especially succeed:
business, statesmanship,
medicine, thetavr.`flirthdate of :
Capt. James Cook, Eng. ex-
plorer.
Mrs. Parks & Mrs. Williams ire
Honored By Club At Hutson Home
Mrs Luta Hutson was hostess
for the meeting of the Southnt -Grove Homemakers,
Club held October twelfth at,
1:30 p.m. at her home with the
president, Mrs.  Donna.
acktion,-pçg.-
The lesson on "ManagingYour FeelingC- was presented
by Mrs. Delpha Taylor. Mrs.
Cecelia Cooper gave.-a lesson,
on "Consumer Products
Safety," and Mrs-.- Liz
Williams gave the minor
lesson on "Enjoy Your Kit-
chen."
' Mrs Sherry Paschall,
secretary, gave her reports
and called the roll with
members answering with "an
old fashioned custom revised
today." Mrs. Justin Story




Publisher Walter L. Apperson
Editor . . R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Tunes is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4. Christmas I)ay. New
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 1034N. 4th
St., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas
served by carriers, 82.50 per month,
payable in advance By mail in
Calloway County and to Benton. Hat-




and Puryear.Th.', 817.50 per year. By
mail to other destinations, $32.50 der
year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken- -
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper-Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively
entitled to republish Itical news
originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times as well as all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Off ice  753-1936
fliissilutd.Advertising ... _753-1916
RetattrIllsplayi Advertising -7 7'0101911
rculation  753-1916
ficus andSports Dept   753-1918
from Matthew 25:15.
After the meeting, Mrs.
Ciarolyn Parks and Mrs. Liz
Williams were honored with a
"Pamper" shower. Mrs
Sherry Paschall led a baby
game and Mrs. Imogene
Paschall led in groilp singing.
The club voted to have a
potluck lunchon on December
11 at eleven-a.m. rot the home
of .Mrs. Beverly Foutch with
each member bringing a dish
for lunch and an unfinished
Piece of work t& complete in
the afternoon.
During the social hour Mrs.
Hutson served refreslunents:-,
Other members present were
Mesdames Ellen Orr. Hilda
Orr, Martha Butterworth,
Clovis Jones, Clara Jean
Paschall, and Vickie Washer...
- A guest was Mrs. Jessie
Baker.
The next meeting will be
held November 9 at 1:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs Vickie
Washer.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Floyd Edward Garland of




James Nance of Hazel has
been dismissed from Henry
County Hospital, Paris, Tn.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Elert Neale of Murray hasbeen a patient at the Henr,






We DO NOT Sub-Rent!
You can view hundreds of
tuxedoes in stock, then make
your decision. If by some chan-
ce we don't have what you want
and it's by After Six we can gat







* 4 Days 8, 3 Nights
- * $200:00 Cos
Register Now!
ESS FASHIO-NS ARE- 13 _,!\C-K-Iri
an all time high selection of styies. Behr's styles includes one piece—two piece
tunics virth pants - jacket dresses — knits — pantsuits — and after fNe-
Sizes 5 to 15-6 to 16— 141/2-241/2.
Choose from longs, shorts, sinale and double
breasted in all sizes and colors.




Many styles & colors
-Reg. ez 99
12.99%j
Great selection of tops & warm sweaters. Pants include
polyester and denim jeans. Many with fancy belts. Reg.







• n••hr's Charge •- • Bank Americard -A- • Master Ci,atgo
*CENTRAL SHOPPING CENtER MURRAY, KY,. OPEN I 1 TO 8 P M SUN 2 30T05 30 P M
Etat/aka attteit, • 14 ukci Potmt. .- ramtnis vtut • EaitbAutrattvt, - Bcoutitzwi't,tRoact • i-ijicx,e Pt -T4:414144.44.,. Road
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Vim( Sheree Leigh Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Gene 0. Mill_syLof flael  angeunce the
engagement and approaching marriage -of their daughter,
Sheree Leigh, to Second Lieutenant Lester Rickey Stinnett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Le§ter Stinnett of Hardinsburg.
: The brigteleCt is a 1974, graduate of Calloway County High
-School and is now employed at the Educational Learning Con-
- ter. She is the granddaughter of Mrs, Genova Lassiter and the
late Herman L. Lassiter, and of Mrs. Notie Miller and the late
William H. Miller, all of Hazel.
Mr. Stinnett is a 1977 graduate of Murray State University
with a B.S. degree in construction engineering. He is new a
Second Lieutenant in the U.S. Army stationed at Fort Henning,
Ga. He is the grandam of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hinton of Web-
ster and Mr. and Mrs. Will Stinnett, Sr., of Hardinsburg.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, December 10,
at six p.m. at The Oak Grove Baptist Church with the Rev. Ker-
ney Bailey oqciati?g at the d2able 
-Otify MA- Of 'town will be sent,all frteriA and
• ielatives of thecouplegereinvited to attend. ----' • •- - • '
Bombay Student Speaks At
Xi Alpha Delta Meet Here
„- The 30 AlPha Delta Chatter
of Beta Sigma Phi met
Thla 3.1uy, October 20,A at the
Ellis Center with Jeanie
Morgan and Glenda Wilson as
hoc* voles.
Fer, the -.1frograni the
hostesses invited Vicks Sandia,
an international student from
Bombay, India, Be spoke- of




by the hostesses and a
business meeting was con-
ducted by the president,
Debbie Lyons. The group
finalized plans for the chap-
ter's annual Christmas
Bazaar that will be held
November 18 and 19 at the
Federal Savings and Loan
building.
Members attending were:
Debbie Brandon, lla Brown,
Barbara Chilcutt, Rheanetta
Coleman, Rowena Emerson,
Joyce Gibson, Mary Graves,
Linda Hodge, Vicky Holton,
Beth Lasater", Debbie Lyons,
Shirley Martin, Jeanie
Morgan, Janet Robinson,
Mrs. Fuqua Giues Demonstration
At Meetin-Of Coldwater Club
The Coldwater
Homemakers Club held its
October meeting at the home
of Mrs. Noble Fuqua with Mrs.
Newel Doores, vice-president,
presiding.




the Lite of Fresh Cut
Flowers." Mrs. Sandra West
gave the formula for "Making
Flowers With Hedge Apple."
Persons • present were in-
terested in startinga pillow or
quilt of the guiltless patch
quilt. Mrs. Homer Bazzell
displayed a.pillow using nine




opened her, home for t132,_
Meeting -Or& Wiii-Ciicord
Homemakers Club held Oc-
tober twelfth with Mrs.
Stubblefield, president,
presiding.
A film on a "Visit To
Colonial Williamsburg, Va.,"
was shown by Ed Davis and
narrated by Mrs. Davis who
also led the devotion asking
the group to repeat The Lord's
Prayer in unison. She gave the
thought for the month, "Life is
not a vessel to be drained-but
a cup to be filled.-
The major lesson on
-was presented by _bar& Darrell.
Mitchell, who also took an
" inventory of winterization and
energy saving on the mem-
bers' homes for the past year.
- Mrs. Effie Edwards,
secretary, gave her report,
and Mrs. Rainey Lovins
directed _ the recreational.
period.
The hostess served refresh-.
ments to twelve members and
Louis Ruiz, Peggy one visitor, Mrs. Timothy
Shoemaker, Joyce- Thomas,' Graves, who became a new
Pam Thornton, and Glenda- member,
Wilson. Guests attending The next meeting will be
were: Martha Leet and,h-eld on November 8 at one
Charlotte Foreman. p.m. at the home of Mrs._ ,
Curtice Cook.
Middle School Chorus Gives
Program, Home Departmptt
The girl chorus from
Murray Middle School
presegted their songs to the
members of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at the depart-
ment's regular monthly
meeting October 20,-at the
clubhouse.
The chorus is/ 'directed by
Mrs. Margaret Porter and
was accompanied at the piano




We have the answer for lour
weekend fun.
Pumpkin Pies, Cakes, Cupcakes,







the girls were _asked to in-
troduce then:delves at the end
of the dehghtfu/ program. .
Tbe-""Chorus was to have
in(esented a program last
winter which was cancelled
due to bad weather.
Hostesses for the 9:30
breakfast were Mrs. Lula
White, Mrs. H.T. Waldrop,
Mrs. E. W. Riley, Mrs. Lester
Goheen and Mr& R.11. Miller.
The business session was
conducted by the chairman,
Mrs. Fil Boston who reported
on the last executive board
meeting. Routine committee
reports followed. The
resignation of Mrs. Fleetwood
Crouch because of the illness
of her husband was accepted
by the members with regret.
Ten dollars was voted on as a
gift to the Comprehensive
Care Center.
Mrs. Margaret Taylor
closed the meeting with a
devotion of "Friends" with a
reading from John..
. Nineteen Members -an-
swered the roll call.
Heppner, Ore . was destroyed
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PHILCO COLOR TV CONSOLE







WAS '9995 Now $4500
NOW $150" WAS .69"
HERCULON COVERED
SWIVEL ROCKER
NOW - $290 SAVE SW 011
ALL HERSCHEDES CLOCKS
GRAND MOTHER AND GRAND FATHER— CASH ONLY —
ALL MD—$699.00 to $1100.00— NO LAYAWAYS ON CLOCKS OFF
MEDIC DELU X
MATTRESSES & BOX SPRINGS
312 coil, reg. see. 10 yr gu.3,Ont•IP





Model No IDE 5700





Thermostat - Clock T imer
Wos '319 00 NOW $229°°
SAVE $110.00
UPRIGHT FREEZER
16 Cu. Ft - lock .
Adjustable Sholwrs
Was $399 00 NOW $2880°
COLLECTORS ITEM
1876-1976 CENTENNIAL RUGS
3 x 4 throw or hong,ng
WAS $29" ILNOW $ 5 °
LANE
CEDAR CHEST
3 DAYS ONLY $ 
8900
BASSETT MAIN STREET U.S.A. DININGROOM SUITE






blocks, and Mrs. Freeland
Youngblood made a block as a
-demonstraUon".— -
Mrs. Ralph Bennett gave
the devotional thoughts.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell, secretary, and
the recreation was led by Mrs.
Lagena Raiz-dr
The Christmas crocheted
snowflake was presented by
Mrs. Vivian Adams. Some
new patterns will be com-
pleted by the next meeting
which will be held November 8
at one p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Ralph Bennett. A lesson
on °Crystallized Weeds and
Flowers" will also be
presented.
_ Mrs. Fuqua was assisted by
;Hugh _Arlstins. and S.
Bobby Adams :in -serving-.
-refresluniints. -
Visitors present were Mrs.-
Lovie Finney and grandson,
Brett Bazzell, Miss Nicole
West, Mrs. Udell Smith, Mrs.
Stevie Crouch, and Mrs. Larne
Ytie!cl.•
Miss Hettie England Honored On
Friends of Miss Hettie
England gathered at
Hurnetta Chapel Church on
Sunday, October 16, to
honor her on her one-
hundredth birthday.
Miss England, a resident
of Farmington, route 1,
makes her home with Mrs.
Bertha Lindsey. --
She was born in Graves
County and.. has -resided
herealllier-life-Noneof the
members of her immediate
family survive, however
she has several nieces and
nephews.
Miss England,- whose
mind is ,sharp, and whose
wit is evident, has main-
tained a remarkable in-
terest in things around
here, although she is
practically blind, and - her
hearing is greatly im-
paired. She-still makes an
effort to sew as a pasttime,
-Rd is_ very independent, -
doing as much -for herself
as possible. She dresses
each day, and is very
concerned that her hair and
attire is "just right."
For her birthday party,
she were a brightly-colored
Her 100th Birthday At Church
knit dress, with white
gloves, and a carnation
corsage, presented her by
friends.
Those who have known
her for many years
remember when she co./a s
faithful-in her attendance at
-- her church, - Burnett's
- Chapel, and when she was
always the height of
fashion, causing the young
gMsto-marsoel at her style
and aristocratic bearing.
Miss England recalls that
in her youth she was a borate
lover_and rode often, qpny
times at the concern ofWer-,'
parents, who feared for her
safety on some of the horses
she rode.
Her first recollection is of
going to Murray where she
had her picture taken at
about the age of three. She
remembers the 
-.photographer name, and
-that his studio was up "lots
-of stairs". -
She has resided with Mrs.
Lindsey for the- past
fourteen years, several
years, and before that
made her home with Mrs.
Lindsey's daughter, -Mrs.. _
Elizabeth Chambers.
Miss England's niece, is
Mrs Jetta Adams, of Erin,




Mae McAlpin and Mrs.
Tressa King are great
nieces. They were among
those present for the
celebration.














DON'T LET THESE PRICES SPOOK YOU — THEY ARE GOOD FOR 3 DAYS ONLY —
SATURDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY. SORRY — NO LAYAWAYS AT THESE PRICES —
SPECIAL
T.V. SNACK TRIO'
(With Cup) $ 100
KROEHLER 2 PC. ErRLY AMERICAN
LIVINGROOM SUITE
Wood trim. In velvet cover.











Loose cushion bock & seat.
$29900WAS s6(50°° $29900 WAS '500°'
SAVE $300;00
NOW SAVE S200.00
_VINYL 2 PC. SOFA & CHAIR
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trd Wos $269 00 
Now $ 1 9900
SAW $ALM 
BASSETT •-fILUE DENIM BOYS
BEDROOM SUITE
Dresser mirror, Now
hest headboard. Iwo sAtt 
$2 
• 900wc„,„..0. SAVE 12111.110
ef-AP
4tarket 414 bin/attire
GERALDINE AND ,TERRY SYKES, MGRS.
414 North Market Street - Paris, Tenn. - Phone 642-6996
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Tigers To Renew Series With Tilghman
Murray High Riding-Three-Game Wir(Streak Into
Game, Blue Tornado On Four-Game Losing Skid
OUT OF REACH - Jeff Butterworth (dark uniform) just missed this pass as it was batted down
before Butterworth could reach it. The two defenders for Southwest are Junior Holland (88) and
Phillip Orr (14). See page 8 for more pictures and story.
Pensacola Tourney Last Shot
For Borderline Pro Golfers
By BOB GREEN
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —
Considerably more than a
$25,000 first prize is at stake
this week in the Pensacola
Open Golf Tournament.°
For a handful of players,
their performance in the
tournament that began
Thursday will have a major
effect on the conduct of their
lives for the .entire 1978
season.
As the last official event of
the year, the Pensacola Open
is the touring pros' last shot at
a coveted eite..mption.... from _the scason, isin cam qt.the two. ,c.xCIPPt for _1 194 (0,1978, l)u-t, '`The veer is just different•-:cp-sfitFrfik for next om major races for an exemption, the veteran Zarley needs to and you don't see it as often as
win $1,072 more ttian Maltbie other formations. I remember
to go into the top 60 and get the when the split-six defense
exemption, came in and it was supposed to
Mahaffey, who lost a playoff be so awesome. Then a couple
for the 1975 U.S. Open and led of years later, they took it and
the .1976 American National developed it into the split-four,
championship for three which is really an offshoot of
rounds, has won onlY1:430. Abg_itiene defensive .. setup.
thisas°n. — About the only' difference is,
— He ranks 51st on the all-time the terminology of the
money-winning list, however, a  positions.
and need.s..,..to... climb one
position to gain an exemption.. -
Rod Funseth -currently is No. • Tiger -.Stab • • -
----$508,42C- He needs-te-- heat • - •
-59 With $510,808. Mahiffey has • . . y
-o2 J. 
th129196 is wor 
. 115
57
was the favorite for the title in . Perry . .... .  A
Reed the 72-hole test over the 6,549- 13Adams  
yard, par-71 Pensacola Garrastazu
Rolhns  Country Club course. Garfield
His chief oppenents included ai Barb",Tot 
tour. If they make the
exemption, they can play in
any regular tour event they
want. If they miss, then they
face the rigors And Ws-11MM
the Monday morning
qualifying rounds, what they
call "the Suicide Open." just
to --gain- a spat—in—the
tournament field'.
"The first goal any player
sets for himself is making the
top 60 and getting'-that
exemption," said John
Mahaffey. "It's almost_ im-
possible to oteremphasize the
importance of having an
exemption. It may be the most
important thing on the tour;
probably is the most im-
portant."
Mahaffey, slump-ridden and
plagued by' injuries most of
He's gunning for a position in
the career . top 50 money-
winners. The other race in-
volves the top 60 money-
winners from the 1977 season.
Both lists close with this
tournament.
.5
If You Want lIke,facts
In the Mayurillace
Explained la Some Delail







Than This Mini Size
Paid For by Crisman C.arnpaign Fund' for Mayor, Forrest Priddy,
• Treasurer
By MIKE BRANDON man will be heavily favored in
Ledger & Times Sports Editor the game. But we're going to
John Hina has no fear of the show up and be ready to play,
veer. He hopes his Murray at least I hope so," the Tiger
High football team feels the coach added.
same way when they walk on The- Clubs have not met
to tidcWright Field for an 8 since 1973. At the time-,
p.m. game with Paducah Murray was Class A and had
Tilghman Friday. played four consecutive
---01-When. you have the per. games against 24 opponents
sonnel to run the veer, it's a after they lost 28-0 to Tilgh-
very effective offensive man. That season was the last
weapon," Hina said. super team Tilghman had.
Tilghman has the personnel -We felt at that time, it
to run it. Hina hopes he has the would be best if we dropped
personnel to stop it. the series. You can always go
"Actually, the veer offense out-of-state or travel 200 miles
is very new to high school and play someone else but
football and really, that's why then last year, because of the
it's considered the toughest to-system they .used in..deter-
stop," Hine said_ _ mining the District champion,
..Pgasicany, it,s---only--bien- we decided to scrap the out-of-
used in high school for about state games.
three years. We've seen it -Murray and Tilghman
once this year," Hina added. have always had a good
When the Tigers saw the relationship. We hope to
veer, they did and didn't. They continue playing them in the
saw it only briefly as Heath future. It's not really how big
ran all over Murray -414--.the schools-are," said Hine;
earlier in the season. But at wtrose Tigers will be playing
that time, injuries had a grasp in the 4-A division against
on the Tigers like a hungry fox Tilghman.
grabs a chicken by its' neck. ' "It's reallY the Program YOu
And since the game with have at the school and I think'
Heath, the Tigers have been a we have a program that we
different club, can play with them every
They've been so different, in year," he added.
fact, that after losing 20-0 to How tough will Tilghman
powerful Caldwell County, the be? Hina thinks as though as
Tiers have bounced back and anyone the Tigers have played
won three consecutive games. and remember', the Tigers
"Really, I don't know how have played Mayfield,
much the veer will affect us," Caldwell County and Heath.
Hine said. "They are a very sound club
on fAinclamentals ,and they
have big people up front to
block for the big fullback,
Richard Abraham. Defen-
sively, they are also very
sound and I really think they
will be one of the best clubs_
we've played this year and
perhaps, even the best.
"I feel good about being 5-3
at this point but I'd feel much
better if we could win Friday
night," Hina said.
The Tigers bettered their
mark to 5-3 with a gruelini113-
6 Homecoming win over
Hopkinsville last Friday.
"We're really excited about
our club. After we watched the
film of the game, we definitely
felt we saw improvement in
Hopkinsville. We were
somewhat disappointed
because we didn't move the
ball. better on offense. But
they've been a little like we
have been. They've had some
people hurt:
"One of them was defensive'
tackle Billy Swinney. He's
regarded as one of the top
linemen in the South and of
course, he returned to action
in the game against us so that
did make some difference. -
"Any time you beat a
physically though team like
Hopkinsville, it's a big plus4or
you," Hina said.
- ..We had tremendous
defensive end play from Keith
Cartwright and at times, we
had tremendous tackle play. A
couple of times, David
Stephenson got in there and
moved them five yards off the
line of scrimmage. Really,
you have to look at ttie_film to
• deeply appreciate the game.
"We were also very pleased
with the way Claude Johnson
-took over when Grettis
Bumphis was injured.
Defensively, Claude has been
doing a fine job for us and
now, he's helping to take some







Johnny Miller, defending • loceatiees
5
The current top 60 is
unusually stable this season,
with only a couple of players
in the scramble for the No. 60
spot now held by Roger
Maltbie with $51,462. Often, as
many as 15 or 20 players come
to the last tournament with a
legitimate shot at the man in
the No. 60 position.
Ed Sneed, 61st on the list, is
recovering from surgery and
isn't playing. Kermit Zarley,
with $50,391, and Mike Hill,
with $50,3, are next. As a
tournament winner, 1E11 is
Funseth's winnings by $2,383
this week.
-Jerry Pate, a winner last
week in the Southern Open,






champion Mark Hayes, for- Fctlettli:tidsm 2-
mer champion Lee Elder, iii.am
. PGA king Lanny Wadkins, Wells
Arnold Palmer, Miller Barber Whiteford 2
and Ray Floyd, a two-time llythanbQtharn 1
winner this season. B.urnphis ._ 4
Utley 1
• The equity in your house
is like money in your pocket
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate values are up, up, up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the More
you can borrow in a large real-estate loan.
Right here. Right now.
. Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house, .
Large loans for homeowners.
Amount
Pinaneed
Monthly Months Total Of
Payment Te Pay Payments APR'
$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 6,424.60 18.80%
85,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$1,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
• Ann ual Rottenly* Rate
In Bel-Air Center Murray
. Phone 753-5573
Charles Morcussen Mgr
iitoye got your loan





























Craig Johnson  1










































































Rhodesia — Hugh Baiocchi of
South Africa fired a 5-under-
par 68 to take the first round
to lead in the $57,000 Victoria
F,alls Golf Classic.
Scotland's Sjim Torrance
was one shot off the pace and
Gary Player of South Africa








012 oz. Kansas City Cut  gin
'Fried Chicken 
of the load on offense off of
Grettis.
"We were also very pleased
iiith the play of our secondary
and the fact they picked off a
couple of passes," Hina ad-
ded. _
Tilghman will come into the
con pct with-,a-3-5 record-But
don't be fooled by that.
The Blue Tornado has
played a murderous schedule.
"I don't know about how the
people in Paducah feel about
Tilghman but we certainly
have respect for them. All
fans want to see their team go
10-0, that's only natural.
"But we know Tilghman has
played some very good teams
and we know they are going to
be a very tough team to beat.
We will-have to play an ex-
ceptional game to win," Hina
added.
Tilghman comes into the
game with a four-galne losing
skid, their longest since 1959.
Every Friday Evening and
Saturday Specials (begins 4 p





•T-Bone 12 oz. 
$25°
'4"
Dinners include salad bar, choice of potato, and
0 loaf of bread.
Custom Pit Barbequing . lb 25
1111 the Catfish You Can Eat ,




SpecicT1 offer now through November 13
on the remarkable cusnioned vinyl
floor that's Gs flexible as cal pet...
,nstalls right over almost any type of old flooring-linoleum,
wood, concrete. even particleboard
12 width for seamless installation in most rooms __
Cushioned for comfort, quiet, and warmth to.the touch
Durable nonporous surkice resists stains and scratches
and allows fast, easy cleanups ,.
. Unique flexiblThy allows Tredway to adjust itself if there
are movements cracks or bumps i-n theTlobr beneath it.
 1 Excellent indentation recovery -













was $B 3per yii
only $ 750
w /coupon
Good for up to 25 square yards
of Treclway cushioned vinyl flooring.
I:lett:cher Please redeem this coupon for Tredway prod-
uct as described Armstiong will reimburse you per the
terms of the fall 1977 Tredway rebate program Accom-
panying this certificate mast be one Rebate Verification
Farm F-537I Mail coupons and F 5371 to Controllers
Department: Armstrong, no later than December 13,
1977 This coupon is nontransferable, nanassignable.
and good only for the products specified Offer void
wherever taxed, restricted, or prohibited by law Cash
redemption value 1 '20 of lc Offer evires November
- :13. 9977 Limit of one coupOti per customer
Customer rstkime
, Address
City( .. S.tite 
PAC
3





Mayfield-Caldwell Game Highlights Weekend
Will it be the state championship on line in Mayfield
Friday night?
According to the football polls, no. Mayfield is ranked
only third in the state 2-A ratings.
Caldwell County finds itself in a non-admirable position.
First of all, they' haven't beaten Mayfield in 10 years. And
then, the Tigers are not in the best of health. David Barnes
suffered a pinched nerve in the 20-0 win over Murray and
since then, has not been able to play.
Will Barnes play Friday? It doesn't matter. You'll soon
see why as we move into the next-to-the last week on high
school picks. The season record for high school games is 66-
18, coming off an 11-1 mark last week. The one miss was
Webster County's win at Ballard Memorial..
There were some fine picks last week anctseveral were
rather pleasing for me, since it has not been that great of a
year as the accuraCy rila-rk stands at .786- On high. school
games.
Of course, the best pick was the one where I favored
Mayfield by /3 over Heath and the Cardinals won by 14. Six
games of the 12 were within five points of the actual out-
come.
College-wise, the OVC picks stand at 26-11 on the season
and that's not bad, even though its just a .703 accuracy
mark. Overall, the record for both high school and OVC
_ games is 92-2$ for a mark of...260.
Caldwell County at MAYFIELD by 21 - Am I crazy?
Sure. Last year. Mayfield won 42-14 at Caldwell County.-
The Tigers have vowed to win at Mayfield this time. They-.
can't-do it.
Caldwell just doesn't have the talent Mayfield haS. Oh
yes,' there could be an upset. And it would be just that, a
major upset. Caldwell and Heath are very similar clubs
both in stature an in talent. If Mayfield can win by 14 at
• Heath, then they can win by 21 at home over Caldwell Coun-
ty-
Call me crazy if you like, don't call me at all if Mayfield
wins and if Caldwell wins, call me wrong. So much for the 2-
A race.
In other games:'''
Murray High at TILGHMAN bY 14-Had the game been
last week, the pick might have gone the other way. No
scouting reports thus enough said.
BOWLING GREEN at Hoptown by 35-Hoptown has im-
proved but not enough to even make this one respectable.
BALLARD MEMORIAL at Crittenden County by
14-Ballard has slipped. Football season is about over and
duck hunting season- is close at hand. So the Bomber foot-
ball team gets one last chance for glory before the ducks
.steal the show. - - '
FORT CAMPBELL at Fort Knox by 14 - Great guns, a
battle of arnly bases. Fort Campbell has more guns in the
backfield.
Russellville at FULTON CITY by 14-A big District game
with Fulton City-tbig winner at home.
-REATH at ReidiatTd-Reidland Ton _last week at Crit-
_tenden County__Reath wilLte_out to pour it on and maybe
salvage some pride after their loss last week. I'll take
Heath by 28, though it might be closer.
- UNION COUNTY at Lone Oak by seven - a big 3-A game
that Lone oak will lose. thus Snapping their winning streak
at one.
Trigg County' at TODD CENTRAL by six-We'll find out
how well the Tigers will do next week in the season finale
with Todd. The Rebels are a bit better club than the Wild-
cats. If the game Were at Cadkit ;night be the other way
around. .-
FRANKLIN-SIMPSON at Warren Central by 24-A big
regional rivalry will be a big romp.
Webster County at MARSHALL COUNTY by 14--Itis
could be one of the best games in the area. A few years ago,
the game would have put a drummer in a 1..)rband fast
asleep. Friday night, it should be interesting as both clubs
have vastly improved.
Now, for the OVC:
People have asked me why I haven't "gotten down in the
paper" on the Racers. Well, if I think a team is loafing a bit,
I'll do just that; cut a little.
But the Racers have not been loafing. They've been
playing their rears off but something is still missing_ That -_
something just might pop up this weekend at Homecoming.
Eastern Kentucky at MURRAY STATE-by13-Yes, I've--
gone off the deep end. Bring the man in thewhite jacket and
tell him to throw away the key. But, I'll stick with the
-prediction, crazy as it might sound.
'ye stood on the sidelines and I've noticed a great change
over the past few weeks. With the pride of the Racers, the
Homecoming crowd and the word "Eastern" all thrown in
together, I'll take the Racers in what everyone else would
consider a huge upset.
Middle Tennessee at-At/811N PEAV-Ity-f7-806Y. teems- •
are coming off losses. Well, actually, Middle is coming off
murder as they were mugged and left for the dogs in a 60-7
loss at Delaware.-
. East Tennessee .at TENNESSEE TECti by- -
gladly give up this one if East Tennessee could pull off the
upset but, it appears this one is a safe prediction.
MOREHEAD at Western Kentucky by seven-Western
just might win it, afterall, it is their homecoming. But you
have to go with performances on this season and not the
past. I won't lose any sleep over it but I'll probably miss this
one.
Other Notes
Among things of interest:
-Young football officials are badly needed. We have
three junior highs in the county plus Murray Middle and
there just aren't enough officials to go around.•
It's not hard to become an official. If interested, contact
the Kentucky High School Athletic Association in Lexington
_ _or WK Cpresidelit Joe Rus.sell in Russellville._
You'll have to pass a test and attend a couple of clinics
but it's a fine way to be of service to the youth of the area
andalaoa fine way to pick up some spare cash. .
It would be of help if the prospective official has played
football at the high school level. 
.
-Catch the Racer cross country team in action Friday. It
will be yoflr last chance and it's free. The Racers run SEMO,
iiiidSIU-E at 4 p.m. at theMiirray Country Club. -
Murray Willbe-riirming-a•week from Saturday at the OVC
Championship meet in Bowling Green and the Ftacersjare -
expected to be in a real dogfight for the title with East ten-
nessee. It's been three years since the baseball team won
OVC title and that's the last crown we've had folks.
-There will be no scrimmage by the basketball team
Saturday, since there are so many Homecoming activities
taking place. Stay tuned for further notice on Racer scrim-
mages.
NBA Season Eight Days
Old, One Unbeaten Left
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer - -
How's this for balance - the
National- Basitetball
Association season is only
eight days old, and there's just
one undefeated team left.
What's more, every team
except 3ne has at least one
victory.
The defending champion
Portland Trail Blazers fell
from the, unbeaten list Wed-
nesday night, dropping a 111-
108 decision to the Nuggets at
Denver.
That leaves Phoenix as the
only club in the 22-team league
with an unblemished record.
The Suns were idle Wed-
• nesday and do not play again
until Friday night, when they
the ii 3-0 mark on the line ,
against the Jazz in New-
• Orleans. --
The New Jersey- Nets,
meanwhile, dropped to 0-4 by
• Bo9n1.••
,F1 Doro not ./...o.1oble
f ,;11 01.11.4;.411,..1., Ben/ .<,1e,or.on
10 SC mph' Iron, C. ond net rnexiat.ne





It's just a wonderful car.
We had an advantage: we
started with a wonderful car
and made it even better.
Over a million people all
over the world have been im-
pressed enough to buy them.
What's so impressive?
Easy. If you trade up to a
Rabbit from a Mercedes-Benz
280E, believe it or not you'll get
better acceleration.
If you trade up to a Rabbit
from a Cadillac Seville, you'll
get more trunk space And
there are 32 cars you can trade
up to a Rabbit for more people
space"
The '78 Rabbits look better
than ever, too. Handsome me-
tallic 661ors.TatiaChes of chrome
here and there to make them
even snappier.
The biggest news of all for '78
can't be seen. And barely
heard. We've refined the.
Rabbit's fuel-injected engine
to make it quieter and more
efficient.
Once we were famous for
making a car that looked
ridiculous.
Now we make one that









COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) -
Wesley Paul finishedthe New
York marathon last week in
three hours, 31 seconds ---
about 48 minutes slower than
the winner.
But for a third grader, it
wasn't a bad time for a 26-mile _
run. It was 15 minutes better
than his performance last
month in the Chicago
Marathon.
And Wesley, who is 8 years
old, says he, could have run the
New York marathon faster if
the field hadn't been so
--, • crowded at the start. He was
the smallest - and youngest
- of 4,800 entrants.
"It. was very hard moving
around -at the beginning,"
Wesley said. "I guess I
probably started almost at the
back of the whole crowd."
He said, however, that the
New Yorkers were very polite
to him even if they were in his
way.
"It was all right," Wesley
said. "About the 20th mile my
legs got really sore."
His father, Alio Paul, is a
mathematics teaching
assistant at the University of
Missouri.
Paul said his son began
following him as he jogged
several years ago. "In fact he
beats me all the time now,"
his father said. "He loves to
run. He loves to talk about
running with people he knows.
And he likes to read a lot right
now, especially books about
dinosaurs.
Wesley ran his first
marathon in Columbia on
Labor Day in 1976. He turned
in a time of five hours, 30
reinutgs.
A At Edwardsville; Ill., he
took a wrong tint an'd ran 33
miles instead of 26.
bowing to the Atlanta Hawks
-113-110 in overtime.
In other NBA games
Wedheaday-aght,--the" Detroit-
Pistons defeated the Golden
State Warriors 123-107, the
New Orleans Jazz beat the
New York Knicks 123-106 and
the Seattle Super-Sonics
topped the Buffalo Braves 97-
,92.
Nuggets 111, Blazers 108
Denver took a 34-22 first-
quarter lead by scoring 19 in a
row but saw Portland chip
away at the lead and finally go
ahead in the fourth quarter.
But Denver came on again,
going ahead to stay on a
jumper by Dan Issel with 1:57
left.
David Thompson led the
-Nuggets_ with 24 points while
Bobby Gross had 22 for, the
Blazeri. •
The loss dropped Portland
to 3-1, one-half game behind
East Calloway Seventh
-; •
Graders Rip Jets 14-0
Tait Calloway ended its highbrzsucce'gsfur "mini-seaSon"
by taking. a 14-0 win in a seventh grade game at North Mar-
shall Wednesday evening.
-We played a game Saturday then came back* with this
one. Bet I wanted to give our kids as much of a chance at
. playing as possible so they will know what it's all about next
year," East coach Bill Miller said. •
The East seventh graders played four contests and came
- away winners three times.
East had two touchdowns called back in the scoreless first
• half. John Farris had a 50-yard pass play TD to Jeff Garrison
called back them Garrison had one called back on a 30-yird
East finally broke the scoring ice early in the third quarter
as Dale Torsak carried in from seven yards. Fullback Ronnie
- Bryan plunged .through the -middle on the conversien and
East led 8-0.
"We ran a lot more to the inside the second half and did a
fine-job of controlling the ball," Miller said,
Keeping the ball on the ground, East again scored early in
the fourth period when Jeff Garrison _ended a sustained drive
Avithi H-yard searnper aroultd-iight-*ri&itte commTsion
failed and East led 14-0,
—''I think our seventh grade group was inspired by our
-- eighth grade teahil. garne "With 'Matey Middle Tuesday,"
_
"That's the,ihest they've ever hit: They te
• 
-
play and fort/eat-Ply, everyone was abliSa. get Ili the 'game.'
Some of the kids didn't even_ weigh. 70 pounds but they cer-
surprisectmg theau.111eY.hit,_ . they just weren1 afraid
to put their head and shoulders to anybody," Miller added.
2 • Garrison wbund up with 100 yards on the ground while Tor-
sak rushed for 85. Bryan had 35 yards on six carries. The
Lakers had 40 yards in receptions.
Miller cited Jay Young, James Thomas, Timmy Dugger,
David Dugger, Greg Hendricks and Ronnie Bryan on offense
in addition to the players already mentioned.
"Defensively, we had some real fine efforts. Billy Pool,
who goet both ways as a tackle. had' some good tackles for
losses and I felt we also had fine defensive play from Gary
Swift, Mike Garrison, Bobby Wilson, Jimmy Barrow and
Skip Weber," Miller added.
TevertaTef-the East seventh graders started on the eighth
grade team this season and gained valuable experience
which will help next year.
Phoenix in the Pacific
Division.
Hawks 113, Nets 110, OT
The Nets blew a niziezpiarnt
lead in the fourth quarter.
Reserve guards Charlie Criss
and Eddie Johnson led the
way for the Hawks, Criss
scoring six points in the final'
period and Johnson six in
overtime.
The Hawks put the game
away with nine points in a row
in overtime, including four by
Johnson.
Pistons 123, Warriors 107
Golden State trailed by only




- The Murray State
University golf team con-
cluded the fall portion of its
schedule with a 12th-place
finish in' the 14-team Louisiana
State Invitational at Sherwood
Forest Country Club in Baton
Rouge, La., Oct. 19-21.
The Racers finished at 1166,
four strokes better than
Mississippi, with MiggicsiPPi
State rounding out the field at
1171. Oklahoma State copped
top honors in the tourney with
a 1067, 10 strokes better than
Oral Roberts.
Juniors Brian McDonald
and Tom Fischer, the top
finisher in two of the three
tournaments this fall, led the
Racers with 230 totals.
Fischer had rounds of 77-74-79,
McDonald 76-75-79.
Peter 'Norton and Larry
Patton had 234's, Tim Jackson
a 238, and Mike Kirby a 242.
The Racers opened their
schedule with a third-place
finish in the eight-team
Murray State Intercollegiate
Sept. 23-24, then placed 23rd of
24 teams in the River City
Intercollegiate in Memphis,
Tenn., Oct. -7-9.
- Coach Buddy Rewitt's
squad will open its spring
• season on March lbth- at -the
Palmetto Intercollegiale • irt
Orangeburg, S. C. -
minutes to play, but Detroit
buried the Warriors with a
closing 16-4 burst. Detroit's
-two big men paced the victory,
Bob Lanier scoring 25 points
and Marvin Barnes grabbing
19 rebetinds,his NBA high.
Phil Smith scored 32 for
Golden State. _ -
Jazz 123, Knicks IN
Pete Maravich's hot
shooting sent the Jazz in front
early, and the Knicks were
never able to assert them-
selves. Maravich scored 30
points and Gail Goodrich and
Len Robinson had 25 each for
New Orleans. Robinson also
had 18 rebounds.
The game was halted twice
when players passed career
scoring milestones. Goodrich
passed, the 17,000-point mark,
and New York's carl Monroe
surpassed 15,000.
Smiles 97, Braves 92
Fred Brown, who scored 37
points, put Seattle ahead 93-92
on a corner jumper with 56
seconds to play. He then hit a
30-footer with 24 seconds left
and closed out the victory with
two free throws seven seconds
Later.
Buffalo scored just 10 points
in the first period.
Less Canadians
TORONTO API - The
practice of stocking United
States college hockey teams
with Canadians is quickly
drawing to an end, says Jim
Keough, a former player and
assistant coach for the
• University of Michigan.
-1n the '60s, giving
ChEradian- kids athletic
Scholarships was the in thing
to do," Keough said Wed-
nesday. "Themore Canadians
you had,The more in you were.
But American universities are
under more and more
pressure to take the American
,_.14.4 over the Canadians now.
"I really think there may be
a slowing down of Canadians
coming to the States to play.
The reason is more pressure
from alumni, and the
tremendous number of ex-
cellent players now front the
States, especially the Min-
nesota and Detr^it areas."
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LONG RUN -- David Tipton (24) of the Southwest takers gained a lot of yardage on this run down the left side. Other South-'
west players in the picture include Brad Miller (23) who is giving the lead block, Darrell Overbey (SS) and Timothy Pittman (66).
(Staff Photos by bilks Brandon)•
Richard Todd Newest Superstar
In Football, Hard Man To Find
By WILL GRBISLEY
- AP Special Correspondent '
It .had been years since
there was so much frenzied
: activity around Weeb Ewbank
Hall, training quarters of the
New York Jets.
"Richard Todd, I'd like to
see Richard Todd,- said the
- - • man with the, portfollo,-. -a
• isiting journalist not one. of
the regular Jets corps.
The receptionist put through
_ _telephone call and, moments
, later, a harried gentleman
with an armful of papers burst
_through the swinging dobrs.
• "It's not going to be easy,"
said Frank Ramos, director of
public relations for the
-National Football League
club. "Let's see:" He
examined a chart. "He is in a
quarterback meeting until 12,
then he's on the phone with
New England writers.
"After that, NBC .wants to
do a radio spot with hirn and
Phyllis - George- of: CBS is
coming over to do something
for: the pregame show Sunday
— may take an hour. He's got
Co dress and be out for prac-
tice at 2.
"We'll try to squeeze in a
few minutes somehwere." -
The birth of a new football
super star — crowning of the
Jets' "Golden Boy," successor
to Broadway Joe Namath.
Richard Todd .had arrived.
"I wish people would quit
trying to fit me into Joe
Namath's mold," Todd said,
once he had been able to plop
down On the stool in front of
the. locker he inherited when
the games mast_ celebrated
quarterback moved to Los
Angeles.
"I admire Joe, we are the
best of friends. I knew him two
years before I came to the
Jets. We worked out together
on the campus at Tuscaloosa.
"I ca,n understand the
correlation. We are both out of
GOOD PASS - North quarterback Bob Frye (14) fires a 12-yard pass completion to receiver
Kirk Storks, not in _the picture. Blocking for North are Greg Darnell (24) and Randall Duncan (115)
while trying to get post is Southwest's Rk Sheridan (U)., -
(Stiff Photos by Mike Ilkoodea)
DOWN THE SIDE - Vic Stacey (15) of Southwest Calloway tries to find some running room
down the sideline while James Rogers (54) and Darren Paschall close in. Also in the picture for
North is Mike Shepard (78).
Alabama. We have the same
business manager (Jimmy
Walsh). We came up with the
same pro team. We are both
quarterbacks and botti
bachelors.
-But he is Joe Namath and!
am Richard Todd — two
different people. That's, the
way I want it to, _
Being Richard Todd is not
such a had cifctunstafice at'
the moment. In leading the
Jets to early season victories
over New England and Buf-
falo and in almost upsetting,
the Super Bowl champion
Oakland Raiders with a 396-
yard passing performance
last Sunday, he suddenly has
become one of the hottest
commodities in the, s_potA.,
New York ig a city that must'
. _
have its heroes. It turns its
sports stars into giants and
saturates them • with rich
tradition"— Bat* Rath, ,JdeDi-
Maggio, Mickey Mantle,
Namath and, more recently,
Reggie Jackson.
Todd, poised and char-
mismatic, appears perfect for
the role. Yet he is only _
beginning.
The Namath image will
continue to haunt him for a
while, until he can shake it and
cement his own identity.
Newspapers already have
begun to stalk his social
pursuits, 'snap him with
beauty queens. Already they
are busy building him up as a
sex symbol,. _
Phjths George, a former
s America, has in-
terviewed the great and near
great m -her role as sport-
scaster. On her personal scale
of to 10, she rates Todd close
to 10.
, :'He is so_cute and boyish,
almost timid," she said. "He
is a real Charmer."
Long Trip
DALLAS ( AP ) — The eighth
name drawn Wednesday for
Cotton Bowl tickets was
Richard Chaplin of
Anchorage, Alaska.
"He wanted 10 tickets, too,"
said a Cotton Bowl official,
who couldn't remember
another Alaskan landing in the
top 10 of names drawn for the
annual classic featuring the
Southwest Conference
champions against a visitor at
large
The first choice went to
Michael T. Scott of Carrollton,












41 Filter Queen Rainbow




411-Thor. 104 plympic Plaza




Final Junior High Game Of Season
Southwest Edges By
North In Overtime
The first season of junior
high football in the' county
officially came to an end
Wednesday night.
North Calloway hosted
Southwest Calloway. And the
Wednesday "night" part was
just thal. The season ended at
night as the clubs were forced
to go into overtime and when
Southwest finally came out
with a 16-14 win, it was dark. .
In the final minute of
regulation play, Southwest
took over on downs at the -
North 35-yard line.
For almost the. entire first
period, Southwest had the
They took" the opening 
thkickoff and finally, in e last
minute of the period, 'stored
when Tipton went 35 yards on
a double reverse. Southwest_
was facing a fourth and 25
situation when they pulled off
the play.
"I thought our fellows came
out early and established the
fact we were going to play
football," Southwest coach
Merrill Brick said.
picked up- the hall, used some
quicking thinking and went in
for the two points.
"Defensively, I'm proud .of
-our whole team. We had ex-
ceptional play from Our
linebackers and defensive
backs. We had good blocking,
good running and an overall
good effort. My boys did
everything they could to win
the game. •
"Offensively, I felt we had
good play from Ronnie Fort-
ner, Kevin Kernell, Steve
Young, Kirk Starks. Greg
On the second down_ play, "We .ran exclusirely_ 911 the Darnell, *b Frye. ?tall* Dix
David Tipton 'gained 18 yards -ground chiring our drive in the-
thin-No-eh Was hit With A five- first quarter. We had worked 




yard penalty for being off- down to -their 20 but then we Southwest coach Merrill
sides. Quarterback Brad had a 15-yard penalty knock us Brick felt one of the keys to his
Miller fired a pass to Tipton back to the 35. win was the play of reserve
who was hit on the four-yard "We didn't consider passing halfback Mark Jackson.
line and he fumbled the ball on the play where Tipton "Our regular left halfback,
with Craig Darnell recovering scored. Dan Key, our regular Jeff Norsworthy, was out.with
for North. North didn't even quarterback, was injured and the flu and not able to play so
get a play off 'before hers our 'passing'. quer- weput Mark Jackson in.
regulation time ran out with terback. We had been working ,,Not only did he run very
• 
the game tied at 8-8 
- 
quite a bit on the -double well but he did just what he
"We had the-Pnallertunr 
.
going on that last drive and I
felt had we not have fumbled,
we Might_have been able to
run a couple of plays and
possibly scored in the final
seconds," Southwest coach
Merrill Brick said.
Southwest did get its chance
to score just a few -minutes
later though, as after the
teams hiiddled around their
reslipotive 'CO-aches; the-clubs
trotted back on to the field for
the overtime.
For county fans who may.. • improved but still, that's one
not be familar with an over- .of our major weak areas.
time, it's rather simple. There Otherwise, we set them back
is no time kept and an over- three or four times for losses
time is played just like an and they didn't hurt us much
inning in baseball. One team inside. On the third down play eluded Ricky Sheridan and
has to score to win and then a hefore they _scored that first_ Jeff Butterworth at ends,
defense hat to hold. Each touchdown, we batted down a Jeffrey Paschall and Tim
team gets the ball 10 ysds out pass. I'm still wondering how at _gwItAL.Lpwa.ii) _
'And has four chalices lo Score: -1.fil-COM-Prexfori of the game Chilcutt and Randy Roach at
Southwest took the ball to would have changed had we
open the overtime. After three picked off the pass," Payne
_successive three-yard gains, added.
Southwest bad a fourth and North had one drive going in
goal from the one. The call the opening -half but It ended
went to Brad Miller on the when time expired and the
keeper and he plunged in 'for --North Lakers had the ball on
the score. On theconVersion, the Southwest 32.
David Tipton carried around Late in the third period,
the left side and Southwest led
16-8.
North then took over and on
the first play, was penalized
five yards for motion On a
first and goal from the 15,
quarterback Kirk Starks went
11 yards down the right side.
After Starks kept for a gain
of three on the next play, Steve
Young took the ball on a third
and goal from the one and
Olinger:Mao the en . That
made it a 16-14 game and
Southwest workedk the North
35 b-efore fumbINg. 'Ronnie
Fortner recovered for North.
That fired up North and they
began moving the ball ex-
tremely well, getting good line
play and good running.
Near the middle of the
fourth period. North finally
ended their drive successfully
as Bob Frye hit Craig Darnell
for a 40-yard TD pass down the
right side. On the conversion,
Frye picked up a fumble and
Noith could tie the game with carried the ball into the end-
s conversion and force zone to tie the game at 8-8 and
another overtime, set the stage for the overtime.
The handoff went to Young "We ran over them pretty
on the conversion and he tried well on that drive," Payne
going up the middle but was-- said of his North team. • ---
stopped and was left about a "On the conversion, it was a
foot short of the endz,one. broken play and Frye just
tackles and Darrell Overbey
at center.
"Defensively-, - I felt -w.e let
down just a tittle. Theabsenee
of Tad Dowdy at the right
outside linebacker spot hurt 
--us. He was unable -to play
because of a death in his
family.
felt one of the keys for us
was the job Miller did filling in
at quarterback. He had only
one week of practice at the
position.
"I felt North played a real
tough game and it just came
down to one play and things
happened to go our way. I'm
most proud of the way our '
fellows played when it came
down to the final series of
plays in the overtime.
"They got themselves up
and gevelm a figl ,effort_ and
that was the difference in the
game. No one quit on us when
it came down to those last four
plays," Brick added.
Both of the clubs were





With her women's cross
country team improving with
each meet, coach Margaret
Simmons is optimistic about
het TOM'S disinces' in the
Western Kentucky In-
vitational in Bowling Green
Saturday.
, "If we can run as well as we
have in practice the last few
days," Simmons says, - "our
chances of winning will be
very good. But we've been
pretty unpredictable so far
this fall."
The Racers, after, a _loss to
Southern Illinois and a fifth-" -
place finish in the six-team
Illinois State Invitational,
rebounded for a third-place
finish at the six-team _Ken-
tucky Intercollegiate Oct. 8, a
first-place finish in a
triangular meet with Mem-
phis State and Western
Kentucky Oct. 14, and a 22-36
win over Memphis State in a
dual meet _OcL. _ . _
Simmons figures Kentucky
and Murray to he among the
favorites Saturday.- Other






Utilizing a powerful serve,
Romanian Hie Nastase
defeated Italy's Actriiano
Panatta 4-6, 6-1, 6-4 in the
Opening match of the
"Supertennis 77" tennis
tournament.






General Election los. 8 977
Political Adv. Paid for by ,Candidate
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA





The work certainly paid off
as Tipton scooted in untouched
on his 35-yard scoring run. On
the -conversion, Brad Miller
carried the ball around the left
end then pitched to Tipton for
the conversion and an 8-0 lead
for Southwest.
"We played excellent
defense expect for that one
play," North coach -Stev-e
Payne said.
"Our outside defense has
*as suppOsed- we...
low and did an outstanding job
of taking out their defensive
ends and cornerbacks. That
really opened it up for us on
the outside and I'm really
thrilled with the way Mark
played.
"I felt after the fumble in
the third quarter which led to
North's touchdown, we had a
little letdown. I felt we were
headed toward another score
when he fumbled. Had we
went on and scored, we would
have led at least 140 and I
don't know if they would have
come back or not," Brick said.
Briek.cited his offensive line
play. Players on the line in-
Homecoming '77 Murray State University
&m€! eleefeti el6zi 1ine/14w/
Vaia J1,neconuiWonee4.1!
Friday, October 28, 8:30 p.m. — Lovett Auditorium
You are invited to a concert in honor of "Doc" Farrell, retiring Chairman of the Music Department,
featuring Kal Winding, nationally known trombonist, and the MSU Jazz Ensemble, conducted by
Raymond Conklin. The concert, which is open to the public, Is free of charge as a Courtesy of the
Peoples Bank.
The half time program at the Murray State VS Eastern Kentucky (Homecoming Game) will feature
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New Christian Church Begins At Aurora
AURORA—A 17-year-old
brick school house here is now
the home for a new Christian
Church coniregation. Some 23
persons signed as charter
members this past Sunday.
The church is to be called the
Aurora Christian Chureh.
The eight families have
called Warren A. Robbins as
their minister. Brother
Robbins has. been preaching
for some 37 years, the last
three at the First Christian
Church in Herrin, Z. and for
20 'years at the First Christian
Church at Plainlield, Ind.
Near Indianapolis.
_. A Kansas native, Brother
Bobbins received his BA
u te atth.e_ftlenhaltiniElble
College in Kansas and his BD
degree from the Butler Sated-
Of Religion at • - Butler
University,Indianapolis.
He serves as a board of
director for Eastern Christian
College and Milligan Christian
College and on the advisory
board for Paul Balk°, head of
the department of Missions- at--
Eastern wtiere Brother 13ajko
hal done ekterisive missionary
work for Poland..
Brother Robbins also serves
on the North American •
Christian Convention and for
the last three years served on
the board of the Southern
Ilftois Christian Convention.
He and his wife Margaret
have three daughters.
Brother Robbins said
purchase of the school house
at Aurora mune through .the
dream of two Aurora
businessmen, Don Eubanks
and Vernon Lyles. He said a
few other families had been
meeting in a new group at
Benton as the Twin Lakes
Chrtatian- -Church, Marshall
Cqunty families who had been
members of the Reidland
Independent Christian
Church. The new work at
Benton had been supported by
the Reidland congregation.
The Benton and Aurora
groups began meeting
together in the school.
Brother Robbins said the.
church is non-denominational.
The minister is living in the
remodeled living quarter in
the old school.
Sunday school- begins at 10
a.m. with the worship hour
beginning at 11 a.m. Wed-
nesday night Bible Study
starts at 7 p.m.
The church telephone
number is 354-8080.
The church has averaged 25
in attendance for its three
weekly services with a top
attendance of 35 for .one
meeting thus far.
A harvest 'family outing is
planned at the church
Saturday night beginning at
6:30 p.m. A weiner roast was
conducted this past Saturday
night for members and
visitors.
Adult Learning Center
Sets English; Math Classes
Regularly scheduled claims mathematics and two levels of anyone 18 years of age or older
in mathematics and English both English grammar and not presently enrolled in a
will be offered in the Adult English composition. He gave public school to work toward
Learning Center at Murray this schedule: an eighth grade equivalency,
State University Nov. 2-Dec. —mathematics (beginning) a high school equivalency
21 as an exPassion 01 the free 1:30 to 3 p.m. on Mondays and through the General
Prelfnun-d fiduit edtteation-011--W-e-d-irrs-d-a-Te-T-- Ilimat-_-__Edneattional -development
the campus. mathematics (advanced) 1:30 (GEI5.) . grogram, or some .
Chtteit--Gelhrle, Andel' of to 3 p.m.'Inf Tuesdays and other educational objective.
the center Room 206 of Roy Thursdays. Since the center opened in
Stewart Stadium, said a —English grammar the fall of 1974, students have
scheduk has been devised to (beginning) 10 to 11:30 a.m. on had the option of beginning a
offer •two levels of- Mondays and Wednesdays; program of study of English,
- and English grammar (ad- mathematics, reading,
Kick Off The
Homecoming Weekend




French Fries, Cole Slow, White Beans,




The above price good Fri., Oct. 28th from
10:30 a.m. til 8 p.m. and Sett Oct._ 29th
from 10:30 a.m. til 2 p.m.
Rudy's Restaurant
vanced) 10 to 11:30 a.m, on science, social studies, and
_Tikesdayti and Thursd_ays. _stpdyskills at any level at any_
—English composition time and working toward a
(beginning) 10 to 11:30 a.m. on goal at a rate determined by
Fridaysi_ and English Corn- them.
Poslltotr-fstivaMcwril"r3eln-S-----relettinuinirwtth that
p.m. on-Fridays. program,"-Guthrie explained,
Beginning mathematics will "we are expanding the service
include addition, subtraction, offered at the center to include
multiplication, division, more structured classes in the
fractions, decimals, and two acaderlic areas of
measurements, while ad- mathematics and English."
vanced mathematics will be a Students may register for
study of fractions, decimals, the classes, which will be
percentages, graphs, taught by experienced in-




mar is. mule up of parts of
speech,' contractions, punc- Bell Warnstuation, vocabulary, dic-
tionary skills, and spelling.
Advanced English .grammar. _ Governor Onwill. focus on sentence
structure, agreement of
subject' tinA VErb fri Phone Taphit  agreement of pronoun and
antecedent7C-asevt niiireraid -WASHINGTO --
pronouns, verb usage, con- Gov. Julian Carroll has been
--fusing tenstruetiona, and- --warned-lay-khe-Soutlz--Central!
spelling. Bell Telephone Co. that his
The classea are Ape; tape recording of a teleiihone




My statement at the meeting of Oct. 10 at the Woman's Club concerning my,
reasons for voting as I did on the 15th Street closing have been quoted out of
context, as usual.
The nnly legal reasons ever given to the Council for possible -Court action to
prevent the closing of 15th Street were that if a thoroughfare is maintained for a
given period of time, an individual cannot close the thoroughfare without certain
KRS-prescribed legal steps being taken, even though the individuat may have a
deed to the property in question.
The City Attorney told the Council on seveval-b5casions that this partictflar
statute did not act against the state. That is — the State of Kentucky is immune to
that particular section of the Kentucky Revised Statutes.
If that section was the only legal basis cited for court action, and if the Of At-
torney said that basis did not apply, then the natural assumption would be that
no regal basis existed. ,
I would invite my opponent, with his array of "facts," to cite the particular sec-
tion of KRS, with any necessary annotations, which formed the basis for his par-
ticular vote. I assume anyone who would support action to hold up a contractor
with a crew of men and equipment, with the possibility and likelihood of in-
curring thousands of dollars of liability to the City tax revenues, would have.a
' strong legal basis For' his actions. _
Personally, I would not have taken legal action on the matter using My Own
money, and thin I could-not in good conscience voti to use taxpayer's money
for the same purpose, even though it would have been politically expedient to
chi so.
Political Ad Paid For By •
' I
calling the &hal .I•eglituit.
Center in Room.206 of Stewart
Stadium (502)- 762-6971.
Lee Carter violated federal-
regulations , __ • •-••
- -Saab-Central:Bell, actingon- -
a complaint by the 5th District
Republica!) congressman, told
Carroll not to do it again.' .
Carter and the governor
have been involved in a verbal
slugfest during the last week
over Carter's allegations that
members of Carroll's ad-
ministration and that of the
previous- administration of
former_ Gov. Wendell Ford
demanded payments horn
coal operators in return for
Strip
Ford, a -Democrat, a is
Carroll, is now a US. senator.
Both have denied Carter's
charges.
Carroll disclosed Monday
that he had taped a long-
distance_converation. _. pith
Carter about the corruption
charges. At the time, he said
he intended to play the con-
versation for reporters.
A spokesman for Carroll
said a decision will be made
today on whether to release
the recording.
Cabinet Secretary James
Gray, who was informed of the
phone company's position
Tuesday, said he had
delivered the warning and
that Carroll "had no com-
ment."
Carroll's spokesman, Gary
Auxier, said Wednesday that
the governor's legal staff had
reviewed the regulatiens on
telephone taping and con-




said,- "I •really wasn't sur-
prised that he did it . . . I had
an idea he would do that."
Carter suggested that if
Carroll continues to surrep-
titiously record. telephone
calls, South Central Bell
should • disconnect - his .
telephone.
Auxier, said the governor
taped the ctonversati(in "to
preserve it as evidence or as a













WKGB 53 Murray.Mayl aid
WCVN-54 Owenton
WKZT 23 Pikeville
WK HA 35 Somerset
WKLE 46.
WKMJ 68 TRANSLATORS
















8:30/7:30 a.m. Os 3:20/2:30
53.4. KET IN-5CtIOOL ...PRO-
GRAMMING . -•












-000/7:00 'ONCE UPON A
--GLA8640--The - of
Robin, Hood- Mudgv,. the bak-
One tablespoon of may-
onnaise has more calories than
a medium-sized banana.
The third set of human mo-
lars, known as wisdom teeth,
usually, do not appear until the






"Science 1. The Heari-
1:30/12:30 GED SERIES
'Science 0 The Wooer' .
• 2:00/1-700 PARENT-
TIVENESS Parents learn three
approaches to take when their
- children are causing them a
c•Yoblem. •
• 2-:sorir30" 13AN ITT - FOSTER ,




- TORY GARDEN •




Exploration of the self-image of
several elderly people, and soci-
et 's image of them.
: /59901SOOK BE AT
9:00/8:00 THE BEST OF FAM- 7:30/6 30 MUSIC
ILIES Premiere of this-new.SatIMS 8:00/7:00 RUN THAT BY MEset against the hi.storic backdrop AGAIN "Eastern versus Westernof New York City in 1800- 1968"
11'00/10:00 THE DICK 8:30/7:30 GREAT PERFOR--- C AVE TT SHOW MANCES: LIVE FROM LIN-
CeIVIER FCrZie
. utoormma with ay_ _ .
FRIDAY, OCTOBER . 28
Easternicentrai Timt _
8.30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30









6:3W640- • AS---Wfr SkE IT








father is unjustly hanged by the
Sheritt of Nottingham
8:30/7:30 STUDIO SEE Studio,
See visits a teenage dolphin
trainer in San Diego,
_
9.00/8:00 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER The Maggie." Paul Doug-
las is seen as a blustery Amer.
can who succumbs to the
charms of the fast of the tittle
cargo boats sailing oft the West
coast of Scotland
11 00/1000 ,THE 131qtc.
1--CAN/trrSHOW
New York Philharmonic con-
ducted by Eric Leinsclorf


















WEEIC.1111 REVIEW 1131- -
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
WEEK MI
2:00/1:00 -THE ST R AUSS •
FAMILY Johann falls in love
with Hew, .a rich mari's mis-
tress, and ChoIr•es her
,3'it!Cl/th2e4)°'. relationshipilftATS ,hettZken 
young artists and the profes-
sionals who teach them.
3.30/2:20 THE AMERICAN
SHORT STORY- "Soldier's
Home" by Ernest Hemingway
and "Alenos' a-MariP tea Ritnerd
Wright are performed.




6:30/5:20 - - OED SERIES'
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES
TOM! •
.7:30/6 : 30 'R U N THAI' BY me
-• AGAIN "University of Loins-
yttte-versus-tong Beach - 1970-
LOWL00. EVENING-AT -SVM- -
PHONY Seill Orawa conducts




LONDON Back from the United
States, Charles manages to upset




Under 'Sideways (.7oWn" ,A
shlieruirialr-ithie"WOrk-et
clrearns of Jefttg, --his,
fob and 'becoming basebatl -
plaYer.
MONDAY; OCTOBER-3r -
Eastern/Central Tim. . 
'8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30









6:30/5:30 AS WE- SEE IT
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/ •
LEHREFLR EPORT
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
8:00/7:00 THE AGE OF UN-
CERTAINTY Galbraith recalls
the • ximoricl-wicle sktnip -that
threatened economic disaster
after World War I.
9:00/8:00 THE 'AMERICAN
SHORT STORY -Parker Adder•
son, Philosopher: by Ambrose
Bierce and "The lolly Corner-
by .Hertry James-1-90
10 3019:30 PARENT EFFEC7
TIVE NESS
1100/10:00 THE DICK
CAV E TT SHOW
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Eastern/Central Time 
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:39/2:30
p.m, • KET- IN-SCHOOL- PRCF
GRAMMING





' NE-113HSOWF1000' ''''' •
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC C94..
PoltNY - .-
6991013 :3 AS°4 ZO°114.--.W-
7:00M:00 THE MACNEILL _
LEHRER REPORT -
T30/8:30 XfflaTUCKY NOW'
8:00/7:00 THE BELLE OF AM-
HERST Juba Harris' one-woman
celebration of the life, spirit




of the actions of- Lee Hal*,
'Oswald, Arthur Bremmer, Sara




- - • -
VVEDNESPAY, NOVEMBER 2
•Eastern/Centrat Time 
L301730. am, w 330/2-:30----









6:2Q/5_:30 AS. WE SEE IT
-,,1--41014}411-2-T-11411-' • AWSENIE t L./
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
8:00/7:90 NOVA "The- Tongues
of Men" First in a.two.-part_look -
at the diversitY of the world's
languages, and the consequences
for mankind of that diversity,
9:00/8:00- GREAT AFOR
MAKES "Madi-me Butterfly"
%cella Freni, .Christa Ludwig.
Placido Domingo and Robert ,
Kearns star in this special tele-
vision showing of Puccini's
opera, with Herbert von Karaian
_booduelinaI-Felier- Vlerters--Phil-`
harmonic...(3 hours)
Special offer during  Posturepedic Month
We'll give you 30 nights
to sell yourself
ealy Posturepedic
A great nights sWcp -
and a good morning!
the Po-% t u pedic prom isc...› o
morning backache front sleeping
on a.tOo-soft-mattress.- This
Back Support System is designed in
cooperation with leading on hopedic__
surgeons for comfortably firm
support. And the support410's built
in stays ill! .It's the most real vdlite
for your mat tress ,dullar.

















































-"The Car Car Specialists"
721 So. 12th 753-0595
THOMAS KENDALL of the Tigers picks up 12 yards on this. run down the left sideline last week in the Murras win user Hopkinssille






808 Chestnut - 753-2285
Murray, Ky.
Pah-tit iota ladt,ia
Lugo, ad rim riat
1YOV II feel the
'difference!
McKee! 503 Walnut




















-Quality That Will Please"








Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
-HAND DIPPED-ICE 'CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKE-S.
Famous For Charbroded Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches & Platters
. 5 Points - Murray Ky.
BREAKFAST
SERVED 11 00 P M 11 00 A M





6 a.m. til 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. S. Sat.

































Were Behind You All The Way



















































































Are You Serious? Do you











Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 miles. Turn right on
2811. follow 280 for 7 mies
past Bonner's Grocery. Take
blaciiop into Panorama to
first stop sign turn right then
left and you hay* arrived..
Tele. 446-5481
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UNDERSTANDING
ALCOHOLISM
a heat(/' column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration





ingredient in wine, beer, andi.
distilled liquor, is a natural
substance formed by -the re-
action of fermenting sugar
with yeast spores. There are
many alcohols, but the kind




atiff - alcohol is a drUit•
which can produce feelings of
wel14feirig, sedation, intoxica-
tion, or unconsciousness—de-
pending on the amount and
the manner in which it is
drunk. Technically, it can also
be classified as a food, since it
contains calories; however, it
has no nutritional value.
Various-alcoholic beverages,
are produced by using differ.
ent •sources of sugar for ler-
mentation.: For instance, beer--
is made from germinated or
malted barley, wine from
grapes or berries, whiskey
from malted grains, and rum
from molasses. Hard, liquors—
such as whiskey, gin, and
vodka—are produced by dis-
tillation, which further con-
centrates the alcohol resulting
from fermentation.







Each fluid ounce of 100 per-
-1 cent alcohol contains about
• 200 calories, although the al-
coholic beverages and drinks
derived from them vary
widely. About the same alco7.
blic content, One-half ounce
4. of pure alcohol, is found
• a t2-once can of beer--"
• a 5-ounce glass of dinner
wine
*-4- cortaan- contal-ntng 154-.
ounces of 86-proof liquor
As far back as historical
records go, beverages contain-
ing alcohol have been made
and used by people. Such bey-
.: ernes are part of the cultures
•throurglitYul the
world. ,
Two-thirds of the adult pop-
ulation in the United States
, drink at least occasionally,
riaile One-third do not drink4,1. all. Among the youth of
this country, a recent survey
-2- found, that most American-
.... adolescents Itave bad at leatt- --
some experience with alco-
"holic beverages. Almost 80
percent have had at least one
drink; about 74 per‘ent have
had at least -two or three
drinks; and over one-half of
all adolescents drink at least
once a month.
,., If you would like to receive
4! information and materials on
different aspects of alcohol
use, write to the National In-
stitute on Alcohol Abuse and
- Alcoholism; P.O:: Box 2345,
Rockville, Maryland 20852
---i- -- NEW WE AREA
WASHINGTON (AP) — Cali-
fornia's Salinas Valley has de-
veloped into an important fine
. wine .district in the last ten
1 years, National Geographic
says. Better known for its arti-
chokes and onions, the valley
- now has 37,000 acres planted
with wine-producing grapes.
The cool breeze that blows off
Monterey Bay helps make the
. valley good wine country, as
. does its sandy, granitic soil,
_ .-which gives wine a stronger
t flavor."Thick, rich, black soil
1 
gives you a lot of tonnage but
_ not much flavor," explains Dr.
R. G. Peterson, president of the
Monterey Vineyard. "If the
vines have to fight to survive,
* the wine will be better."
/ The Salinas Valley also has., another advantage. The vines
t grow from their own roots. In
'-t. France and in most premium
- wine growing regions of Cali-
fornia, grape vines have had to
be grafted onto roots that are
resistant to phylloxera, a louse




. . . Murray
introduces the
41Fireallr. bike that brings
- back the 50's . . .
Save 5.00
Styled with the look and the feel
that will make any young rider
feel really cool. Boys' 20"
custom bike with extended
chrome front fork. Red and
yellow flame decorated saddle
and chainguard with flamboyant
wild purple frame and fender.
agimicatADVERT1111NO
POUCY
The pailoy e4 Rese's a le ape easy
idnallese ewea alleek tat ewes osh
aohlibie maw toe afarilsee ea.
alvalle I net bi Weak Meets ea
loam is rWMeek an MOON gle can
be wee le peahen ea aentendlee
ete ale plat yaw Ow fehrehereles
▪ aellie, cenahrelib war-
denies se be diem/ • caw
waft yeereed Wee II le Si. hanger
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Lees-Stay-Well
Improving The Screening
Test For Cancer Of The Uterus
By F.J.L Blasingatne, M.D. _
O. -Mrs. D. W. writes to
determine • what' test is
done to rule out cancer
_ins* the womb.
A. The Pap tea, off life
procedure that is quick and
painless, is reliable in de-
tecting cancerous changes-
in ' the uterine, ceervix
timer part of the Womb
-Which-offends intOltie-117---
per vagina. However, this
test -isnot sufficient to rule
out. caoter higher within
the uterin.e cavity or bodY
_
- 'To--deteer It-timer inside -
the uterus, it is necessary
to dilate the canal in the
cerViic and introduce a
curette, an instrument de-
signed to scrape out the
endometrial cells lining
the , uterine. cavity. - This
..peOcedirte requires a brief
• abesthetiC and is known as
a dialatation and curettage
Al) and C ..t_PlAttlY.
.necesSitates,a7Stay 6f one
or two days in a .hospitaL.
The tissue removed by
the scraping is studied un-
der a _ microscope by 'a
-pathologist to determine
whether any cancer cells
:- -ask present.




use of a 'delicate _suction
technique. At New York's
'
▪ • ' • .0, .
'-t;;7==-:•-•-',7"-• -e
•
Mount Sinai School of Med.,
icine, Saul Gusberg, M.D.,
chairmab of the Depart-
ment of Obstetrics and
.Gyriecology, believes that
adequate samples of tissue
from inside the uterus can
- be sucked out for, examina-
tion. -
In fact, Dr„ Gtisberg be-
lieves that, this suction
technique-can berVere. use-
ful in women who have a
high risk of -endometrial
cancer. They could have
periodic telts deine,`'muCh
_a_s,the Pap.test is currenl,JY_
- used-in- screening--for can-
cer of the uterine cervix.
The suction curettage
may be perfected soon so
that it will eventually be
useful in testing annually
all menopausal women for
cancer of the body of the
uterus: The suctIoninethod
is safe, requires ,rio
'anesthetic:and-can usually
_be done-as-an offiee
Early diagnosis of all
forms of uterine cancer is
a key factor in effective.
neat-lye treatment.
Hence, any procedure that
is safe, reliable, and easily
doike. to aid.in early..delec-
bon of such cancers can
contribute to improvement
of care and lessen morbi-
dity and mortality !tom







SUNNY BREAK—Roger Hutson uses a break between
classes to study outside in the recent warm weather at
Murray. Roger, a 1966 graduate of Murray High School,
is-clemently a junior Indestrial Arts major at Minaly4tatte
University.
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Reynolds Heavy Duty 59'FOIL 18 in
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Inside Report
it‘ Him land U.% ii iitI 1144)1wrt \utak
Dr. Burns Lobbies
WASHINGTON-Pressure, un-
successful so far, on President Carter
to scale down his tax reform has been
heightened by discreet lobbying from a
highly unusual source: Dr. Arthur
Burns, chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board.
Burns, a Republican who is not ex-
pected to be reappointed by the
President as head of the nation's
central bank when his term expires in
January, has no great influence in the
Carter White House,. Nevertheless, he is
privately so concerned about the
nation's economic future that he sent
Mr. Carter a long personal letter that
was chilling in its import even though
understated.
From what he has learned of the tax
reform package about to be unveiled,
Burns warned, it threatens to undercut
what little business support the Carter
administration enjoys and kill hopes for
economic expansion. In particular,
Burns made clear-that ending ps i ecial •
tax treatment for capital ga ( as
proposed by the President) could
devastate business and invest* con-
fidence.
The President, who__ treats The
prestigious, 73-year-old Burns with
great respect, immediately thanked •
him in a hand-written, hand-delivered
letter. The chairman of the Fed replied
last Wednesday with another letter,
expanding his views.
The conservative Burns is fortified by
liberals on the House Ways and Means
Committee who have 'repeatedly
warned the President against at-
tempting broad-scale tax reform. In an
Oct. 17 meeting between TreasUry
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal and
eight liberal Democratic members of
the committee, Rep. Charles Vanik of
Ohio said Congress will never pass the
Capital gains proposal. While defending
that scheme, *Iumenthal did predict
Mr. Carter "is ready to slow down a
little" on tax reform.
—Bid Treasury Warts to soften reform
meet tough resistance from the
President's Council of Economic
Advisers and senior White House
staffers._ Moreover, • higher taxes on
capital gains seem an unmovable
feature of the reform bill.
That reinforces concerns 'of Dr:
Burns that were diplomatically omitted
from his letters to the President.
According to friends, he views the
Carter administration as uninformed
about the "business mind" and guided
in tax policy by ' 'smalltown populism."
Burns believes the tax reform
proposals will reinforce business fears,
thereby depressing new investment and
threatening a real recession next year.
To close friends on Capitol Hill, Burns
has been pouring out his woes with what
one listener describes as "deep sad-
ness" that the importance of venture
capital is not understood in the White
House. That prompted his letters to the
President. But chances are the old
ecanomisrs aninetY- will-increa se , not
lessen, in the weeks ahead.
DICK RUSSELL'S BOY
Southern Democrats are, pushing
President Carter to name James T.
McIntyre Jr. as director of the Office of
management and Budget (OMB ) -
removing "active" from his title - for
one main reason: he used to work for
the late, revered Sen. Richard B.
Russell of Georgia.
Only 36 years „gild and not at all
flamboyant, McIntyre is sometimes
belittled as "just an accountant." But
his standing is high among powerful
Dixie Senators such as Russell Long of
Louisiana, who told us: "No one up here
is going to complain about a budget
director who used to work for Dick
Russell." •
Mr. Carter intends to wait until next
year's budget is prepared before
naming Bert Lance's permanent
successor at OMIB. But odds are
growing that when he moves, the
President will move with McIntyre,-
Lance's former deputy. Although he
does not now enjoy a special intimacy
with the President, McIntyre as a
native Georgian is a possible recruit for
the future Carter inner circle.
SNUBBING ThE VIP
Sen. James Abourezk, the South
Dakota filibusterer whose drive to save
•Presid_ Carter ent rt. horn Senate . _. .
 LOCAL ISSUES FORUM 
PR ••
(Continued From Page 1
tables while they nap in back rooms. In
New York a brief blackout leaves
the city looking hke it has been sacked
by ravaging Huns. What is the dif-
ference? When Saudi police catch
someone stealing they cut off the of-
fending hand. Habitual offenders have
one more chance. Recently when the
king was murdered by a member of the
Royal4family the assassin .was publicly
beheaded. I contend that a law
designating certain specific crimes or
crimes committed in a particular_
manner which carried an inevitable
capital sentence would be highly ef-
fective. First degree murder .would
seem a proper crime for such a sen-
tence. When a murderer thoughtfully
and carefully plans and executes
someone it does not strike me as "cruel
Itlid-Inbumen" to require of him what
he has required of another - life.
The most serious objection to capital
punishment may be the dangers of
executing an innocent person. There
CON:
( Continued From Page 1)
and homicide from left-term inmates in
abolition states than in non-abolition
states.
The only way. the death penalty
serves as a "deterrent" is .--hat_
guaranteeing that the condemned in-
dividual will kill no more. He will be
dead. This preventive measure, though,
is. essentially unnecessary since studies
show the chances of a former murderer
ever again killing another person are
about 1000 to 1.
For those who assume that capital
punishment saves the state a great deal
of money in comparison to life im-
prisonment, Justice Marshall of the U.S
Supreme Court states that "...it is
simply incorrect. A disproportionate
amount of money spent in prisons is
attributed to death row." And Richard
McKee, Administrator of the California
Correctional System spells out the
reason why: -The actual costs of
execution, the cost of operating the
supermaximum security condemned
unit, the Years spent by some men in
condemned status, and a pro-pta share
of top level prison officials' inie spent
in administering the units adds up to a
cost substantially greater than the cost
to retain. them in prison for the rest of
their lives."
The death penalty is applied ran-
domly at best and discriminatorily at
worst. It therefore violatee the con-
s t ituti on a I guarantes----of--' --equa I
protection under the law because it is





-- this would occur seldom or never.- Any
criminologist or, for that matter,
newspaper reader will realize that the.
great problem of American justice is
not the number of innocent people
convicted of crimes. The problem is the
number of guilty criminals who are
freed one way or another. Why would
capital punishment be any different?
There is one particular crime for
which capital punishment would be
most appropriate - terriorism. Very few
terrorists are so highly motivated by
.Their cause that they are willing to die.
Most understand that the chances are
pretty good of carrying out a mission,
spending a short time in prison, if_
caught, and then being freed as part of
_
the demands of some further group of
_terrorists. A sure and speedy execution -
of convicted terrorists would bring this
phenomenon to a screeching halt.
In conclusion; I still feel- certain
uneasiness about capital punishment,.
but I also believe a civilized society
must meet its barbarians with a
response they will understand.
Humanitarianism is lost on the
inhumane.
members of racial minorities, the poor,
the uneducated, the friendless, the
despised. Since 1930 there have been no
white men put to death for burglary.
There have been many blacks so
executed. Pennsylvania and New
Jersey studies show that when blacks
and whites are sentenced to death for
crimes of equal stature, twice as many
have their sentences commuted-
to life.
Capital punishment yiolates due
process of law in another!sense in that
its imposition is irrevocable and
irreparable. It forever deprives an
individual of the benefits of new law or
new evidence that might affect a
conviction.
As for exacting justice, there is
simply no equitable manner in which
the death penalty can be imposed.
Execution is more than punishment.
Albert _ Camus put it more adroitly:
"For there to be equivalence, the death
penalty would have to punish a criminal
who had warned his victim of the date
on which he would inflict a horrible
death on him and who, from that
moment onward, had confined him at
his mercy for months. Such a monster
is not encountered in private life."
Capital punishment epitomized the
tragic inefficacy and brutality of the
resort of violence rather than reason as
the solution of difficult social problems.
Hopefully, the time will come when we,
as hurhan beings, will come to realize
that real caring, and not more violence,
will lead to less violence in this world.
The dignity of _every man is only
superficial is fiong-as-the-state-•has the -
power to strip him of it by dangling him
at *mend of a rope.
1 44,
approved -gas deregulation was un-
dermined by parliamentary rulings of
Vice President Mondale, backed out of-
introducing.Mondale in Rapid City, -
S.D., Oct. 13.
Abourezk himself had helped get 
.Mondale to address a statewide
Democratic fund-raiser that evening.
But Mondale, without warning
Abourezk or his fellow filibusterers,
broke the filibuster with rulings dic-
tated by majority leader Robert Byrd.
Abourezk, more blunt than ever new
that he is retiring from the Senate at
age 46, cancelled out of the Rapid City
dinner.
Mondale told Abourezk privately
during the emotional scene on the
Senate floor Oct. 3 that he was only
doing "what is right." Since then, nig








Let's Have More Like
.Brooks Hays' Visit
One of the nicelt things that has
happened to Murray State University in
many a moon was the five-day visit to
the campus last week of former
Arkansas Congressman Brooks Hays.
I wish everyone in the area had taken
advantage of the opportunity to meet
and listen to this humble, wise and
happy man. • My life . certainly was
enriched by the few opportunitie I had
to visit with him.
Mr. Hays, who came from Pope
.County, which is just west.- of Little..
Rock, served in Congress for eight
consectititte terms before being
defeated by a write-in candidate after
he had bravely championed the cause -
of the black man in the bitter Little 
Rockdesegregatibn crisis of the mid-
1950's.
-+-
Today, he is one of 500 former_
Congressmen and senators who have-7
. • formed an organization - the Campus 
Fellows Program - to share ex-
periences as visiting political _science
lecturers for the nation's college and
university campuses. I don't know who
had the :idea. - but. enthusiastically-
endorse it and applaud the effort.
Financed by the Ford Foundation;
the program is a pilot project. Murray
State was one of the first schools
selected - thanks to Dr. Forrest C.
Pogue up there in Arlington, Va..It Was
ForreSt -who knew of the planned
project and askeethat Mr. Hays be sent
to Murray.
The former Congressman also will be
lecturing at Dartmouth, Hamilton
College, William & Mary, Vanderbilt
and Fisk Universities. When .he left
Murray last •Fr4day, though, he was
headed back to Washington for a few
days before going to Fayetteville to
lecture for three days. at .his alma__
Mater, the university of Arkansas.
At breakfast on the day his Murray
_visit _ drew---to• -a close,- some of the
university's professors were reviewing
his stay and offering suggestions for
things to do next time to improve upon
it. This was hard to do, but such
-suggestion - was- --That the former-
lawmakers be sure and include the
smaller nniversities 'and colleges, in-
cluding the private schools, on their
tours and not just the big ones, which as
a rule, have the funds and influence
necessary to lure the nationally-known
personalities to their campuses.
"A great idea!" Mr. Hays exclaimed.
grabbing his pen. pass that along
to our coordinator. This is what we
want - how to make it better."
+++
Now 79 years of age, although he
doesn't look or act it, Mr. Hays reminds
you of one.of Norman Rockwell's king,
loveable, grandfatherly types. He and
Kentucky's A.B. (Happy) Chandler ant
the only surviving members of the
Democratic National Committee which
in 1931., first endorsed Franklin D.
Roosevelt tot the presidency. He thinks
a lot of Happy, who was twice governor,
a U.S. Senator and the commissioner of
baseball.
Mrs. Hays travels with the former
Congressman wherever he goes. "At
our age, we feel we should be together
wherever I go," he said. At last
Tuesday's public lecture, I was
privileged to sit next to Mrs. Hays.
Periodically- during her husband's
remarks, she would slip a small
notebook out of her purse and make
notes in it, notes which she would go
over with him later on.
Extremely personable and
cooperative, the former- Congressman
did whatever or went wherever he was
asked. "My time is your time," he said
time and again. "I want you to use me
any way in which t can be.of service to
you." .
+4-+ - •
My Cathryn had a little trouble
convincing Mrs.. Lochie Hart .on the
_ phone one night that Mr-Ha ya wasn't
the Congressman who became so in-
volved in the secretarial sexv scandal of
whoever gets the blame for the
mission's falure. Nor in the shoes of the
government minister in charge of
anniversary celebrations, who has to
come up with an alternative event to
call attention to the achievements of
Soviet technology after 60 years of
communism.
The moral is that space spectaculars
occur when a spacecraft and back-up
'-vre wohnIn't want to befialtottOOT rheY or may riofbe erne whenhte-
systems are all in condition. ThisThe cosmonauts are home sato, butabout was from-Ohio."
' -Then she added -One More point -for` 
• - • . •
calendar says --go- ,te celebrate -a-clarification. "This Mr. Hays also was
president of- the Southern Baptist revolution.
Convention.- .
A deeply religious man, Mr. Hays did
&rye as president of the SBC from 1957-
59, and told the students the other
night: found no inconsistency
whatever, neither have any of the men I __
Itavt talked with as. political SC.ieRtists
found any inconsistency,,in My serving
as an official in my tiro' ch and Serving •
as a member of Congress."
- • That should tell us somettittir •
_ +++
The Campus Fellows Program is
larAnd new and-Murray St.gte Was one Of-
- the first visifedZy lecturers. I sin-
cerelyhopeiierëiiJi,be Othersrarid
.1Mr.liaYs exPressedra desire to return -
"in two or three years when we have
another generation of students."
_t vividly remember Carl. Sandburg,
the poet and writer, and tenor James
Melton coming to the campus when I
was a student there. Outside of the
Oxford debate team from England,
which didn't really pack the place, we
had precious few famous people come
our way.
Today, a steady stream -of them drop
in, generally only for a few hours and
generally rabble rousing activists or
controversial figures-1:mM wager the 
studentswho met and heard former
Congressman Hays-will long remember
his visit, the time he took with them and
his words of wisdom for future
generations. He was one everyone
could enjoy.
Thejellows in _ the Departme- nt _ of
History deserve a pat, on the back for
this program. Lershope it can become
an annual highlight on the campus, and
a special thanks to Forrest Pogue.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 27, the 300th
day of 1977. There are 65 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1806, an army under
Napoleon Bonaparte occupied the
German city of Berlin.
On this date:
In 1651, the Irish city of Limerick
surrendered to the British after a long
siege.
In 1659, two Quakers, William
Robinson and Marmaduke Stevenson,
were hanged for returning to the
"Massachusetts Bay Colony after being
banned. _
In 1858, the 28th American president,
Theodore Roosevelt, was born in New
York City.
In 1920, the League -of Nations
transferred its headquarters 'from
London to Geneva.
In 1942, during World War IL the U.S.
government set a ceiling on salaries of
$25.000 after taxes.
In 1973, a United Nations peace-
keeping force arrived in Cairo to try to
set up a lasting cease-fire between
Israeli and Arab forces.
Ten years ago: The-United States and
Mexico formally' settled a boundary









Murray Ledger & Time* Editor
Our sympathy goes to the two Soviet
cosinoriauts who took off for a major
space mission recently and had to
return to earth only 26 hours later when
something -went wrong. They lost their
chance to figure in a space spectacular
timed to coincide with the 60th an-
niversary of the Oetober revolution that
brought the Bolsheviks into power in
Russia in 1917.
Looking Back 0+0 -
Let's see now, do we have this right?
A judge by the name of James Kelley
asks one Susan Van Hatturn to divulge
T-Sgt. Harold G. Weeres is now
10 Years Ago
how she voted in the Ann Arbor, Mich.,
serving with the Air Force in Thailand. 
mayoral election? And she refuses, and
— -The Rev .-Hern y McKenzie is resigned. 
he cites .her for contempt of court, and
as pastor _of the First Presbyterian________-The
she is led away... in handcuffs?
-Church after serving here for seven 
episode seerns out of thIS--World,
in the galaxies, perhaps, of "Star
)fwriirc4entitiletiZt:Iiici hMetra:ii.s
- Dr. Marlow R. Harston, exective
'Wars." Someone tell us that-the Vidge
really is the evil Lord Darth Vader and
Miss Van Hattum the _good--AtEwtor_ -of- the .Conimunrty Mental Princes Lela: Certainly the issue is just BealtIL Center ._of. Western Kentucky;
..spoke, at. , the •ipeeting -of the Zeta 
'so clear-cut. Audiences from -coast to
Department of the Murray Woman's 
coast are cheering the cause of Prin-
Club. Capt. (retired) Gaylord Forrest, 
cess Leia, and they just as well 'could be
community coordinator and business 
cheering that of Miss Van Hattum, who
manager of the regional-mental health 
likewise is on the side of goad, not to
program, introduced Dr.offsrstorr. 
mention the abs.9,1ute sanctity of.. the
Officers of the Carter 4-H Club are 
American ballot.
Jeffrey Howard, Ted Howard, Libby
Sims, Vicki McClard, and Cheryl
Brown.
Miss Vicki Ellis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Ellis, has been elected
1967-68 "Sweetheart" of .Alpha Tau
mega social fraternity at Murray 
- a -budget surplus in 1979, which would
State University. 
be the service's first ever, and, as a
result, is also predicting lower rate
-24) ears-Aga
Sgt. James Warren Stubblefield, son senior assistant isn't pressing the
increases. - • . • . • -• -
We wonder. though. whether the
of Mr. and Mrs. Grady Stubblefield, has service's prophetic luck. After all, it
returned home after serving four years..„„wa,s only _a year of so ago that the
in the U.S. 'Air 'F'orce. He has been
stationed in France with a fighter-
bomber squadron.
Death re-ported includi Cowe _
Wilkinson, age 79.
The Murray Hospital has won
recognition and approval of the Ken-
tucky State Board of Health, according
to Bernard C. Harvey, administrator.
The hospital was inspected on October
15.
A countywide effort will be made on
October 28 to stamp out a large per-
centage of the rat population in Murray
and Calloway County.
Reeder hit for sixteen points for the
Kirksey High School Eagles, but the
Kirksey basketball team lost to Lowes
HighSchooi.
- 30 Years Ago
• Murray Hospital aaa used
today by the Murray Hospital
Association for $66,500 to be operated
for the community as an open staff
hospital. Citizens of Murray decided
October 24 to raise the amount
necessary for the purchase of the
hospital by popular subscription. As of
noon today, pledges for $41,000 have
been Signed, according to A.B. Austin,
secretary of the Board of Directors.
Complete agreement was reached
October 25 between local popcorn
growers and buyers with $4.80 per
hundred pounds for hand picked pop-
corn and $5.00 per hundred pounds for
machine Picked popcorn.
Billy Joe Saunders and John
Singleton took the ball over for Murray
State College Tteroughbreds as they
beat Evansville 18 to 7 before a
cheering homecoming crowd here.
Mr. and Mrs. H.P. Ezell, Mrs. T.Kk 
The premrient has the most
(':adrnsaons,toMftr, rEs.ffiweavHdar‘vgarolkyer,. siMrs7N,
frustrating job in the whole world lie
nearly a century. 
Dixie Palmer, Mrs. Mary Reid, and
sctehurllech,Paahnttendedr, all thcifeKdi surksekyt
-- -every- point- in----the- -Eorite-st -the
outspeak and outdo the Congress and
try ' to onthialc: outsmart.
American corn to China 
_;kleMiSsithadChisrYt 
--District of the Methodist Church held at restaurant close-its doors just before .
Five yeal=s a.go: Preirdent meetta-g of the WSCS of .The Paris Congress stalls - him-like making a .Nixon announced the first sale of .
, Dresden. Tn. (hi' nhewv.•,.,•F.
0+0
The Postal Service reports the mails
were stuffed with 92 billion Pieces in the
fiscal year ended Sept. 30, two billion
more than last fiscal year. The senior
assistant postmaster now is predicting
postmaster general himself, as gloomy
k..3 his subordinate now ,is cheerful,
predicted that, far from exceeding 90
billion, volume 'would slump during the
next five years to "83 or 84 billion.- hnd
never recover._ _ .
Bible Thought
Be still and know that I am Cod.
Psalm 46:10.
Quietly, patiently wait !Li,
Let Him rule your life
- Murray Ledger tk Times
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News and Spurts 1 rept
some time back. "No," Cathryn Said,
"This Mr. Hays is from Arkansaa."
"I know, but the one who got into all the
trouble' was froth Arkansas," Mrs: Hart
insisted.
"That was Wilbur Mills the former
Ways and Means Committee chairman
who had quite a time of it in the Tidal
Basin in Washington with stripper
Fannie Fox)," Cathryn replied. "The
Cl9ngressman Hays you are thinking
Isn't It The Truth
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At $2 8-Million Level
State Lesgilature Interim Committee On Health Calls Newborn Funding Level Low
ERANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky ' Legislature's
Interim Committee on Health
and Welfare plans to advise
Gov. Julian Carroll his
- proposed- $2.8 million funding
level for newborn baby care is
insufficient.
The panel was given copies. ministration blocked the
— Wednesday' orthe Department_ . .
for Human Res'ources'- ,
_ -proposed budget request for
.care of sick newborns. The
proposed request for fiscal
1978-80 was $1.5 Million more
than the . previous . biennial
request.
---`1Thig. --is --L.  .. 4
--humanitarian -effort but it is
still inadequate," said Rep.
Larry Hopkins, R-Lexington,
Who has pushed for more
'funds for neonatal. care
facilities at the University of




chairrhan, agreed at Hopkins
request to advise the governor
that more money is needed.
' 'Experts have told the panel
,that .ttmhoni526wi11_taima.__Qtaide _ the._ . The Kentucky_
needed to provide a minimum state and 174 will receive no Commerce has served notice
level of care. care for lack of facilities, the it will fight a $22 million in-
State financing .of medical doctors said. crease the state has granted
 re .for.newborn-infants is an "Unless something is .done, -.for workmen's compensation
"issue that has been debated our infant mortality 'rate will insurance rates.
since the 1976 General certainly suffer," said Can- Currently, infanta-ir-e- e-nt
Assembly. A bill was in- tley. to neonatal care facilities
troduced in that 'session to The doctors told the panel either by Medevac helicopter
appropriate $3 million to that improving neonatal care or ambulance. Neither
expand UK's neonatal in- ultimately will reduce the method provides "anything.
tensive care unit at the Albert incidence of mental retar- more than the grossest form of
B. Chandler Medical Center. dation and other health Medical treatment," Shott
However, the Carroll ad- problems that often can be iaid. -
traced to infant illness.
measure and later expanded "With - proper- care-- and 
However, -under the pilot
the care unit to i lesser extent. funding we can deliver a Project sche
duled to begirt in
UK now has 23 beds for healthy, lax-paying human late November "we have set
neonatal care and will operate being or, by benign neglect, up an intensive care unit on
39 beds by June 30. we can end up with a person wheels," Shutt said. "The
The committee was briefed who may cost the state ambulance is equipped with
Wednesday by a group of $600,000 over a lifetime for sophisticated equipment and
medical professionals on the mental health or other. care," is staffed by a registered
inhalation problem 'of nerlital care Cook said. nupse, an therapist _ .
Shott 'outlined a a physician.
Dr. Donald Cantley of program for emergency The unit costs $454 per trip
Henderson and Drs. Larry transfer of critically ill infants to operate, Shott said.
Cook and Roger Shott of the from hospitals across the state Estimating 200
 trips per year,
University of Louisville' said to Louisville for treatment. the annual cost
 is $90,790.
that of the 59000 projected
Kentilcky births in 1977, 2,700
ultra-sophisticated, care at U
babies will require tertiary, or Kentucky Chamber To •..
of L, UK or at, facilities in •
neighboring states.
The Louisville and Fight Comp Increase
Lexington facilities can,
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Permanent, flexibls seal in be-
. — twee-n --trny-rwts surfates: Super. ,
Drip filter coffeemaker brews up to 10 cups of flavorful 
coffeis—lou-gh. longest lcisting. 1 10











Cook Meals while your away!
























Murrq Upply Co, Inc.
2-08 E. -Plain— 753-3361
dr
A chamber .spoliesman said
an appeal will be taken_
because rates are getting out
of hand and imposing too
heavy a burden on business
and industry.
Chamber President Philip
Thompson said Wednesday his
organization did not have
enough time to Study the
proposed increase and that the
raise was not justified by data
available.
This is steamrolling to the
point where we'll have to hold
the (Kentucky Insurance
Regulatory) board's feet to
the fire," Thompson said
during a news conference.
He called again for a
"massive rewrite" of the
,statute under which ern,
ployeti pay the premiums for
work-related injuries to
employes.
The regulatory board last
week granted an 18.9 per cent
average increase to the
National Council .on Work-
men's Compensation, a New
York City group which
7seprennta-__ the, insurance
iridustry. The -council - had
sought a 20 per cent mctease.
"Creating new jobs for
Kentuckians will be an ,im-
mensely difficult problem if
this 18.9 per cent increase is
not reversed," Thompson
qcraiseS Die cost back ilito
The c rts- ts stage where it was
last year.
Thompson said the new
increase is- the third for
workmen's compensation this
year. He cited a 4 per cent
boost in January and 8.1 per
cent rise in April.
In a letter to state Insurance
Commissioner Harold





council's rate filing has never
been allowed." —
—If new and important
information can be made
available, the regulatory
board should listen to it.
—12a careful reading of the
board's findings which
approved the new increase,
'.one fails to find any language
that explains to those who pay
the premiums how the board
arrived" at the 18.9 per cent
increase.
The state chamber has
about 4,000 business mem-
bers. The new compensation
rates apply to 650 categories of
occupations. -
Some increases went as high
as 39 per cent while a few




under study by a 17-member
commission appointed by
Gov. Julian Carroll,
But Thompson said he
doubts the commission will
produce legislative recom-




He also commented that
organized labor "must un-
derstand this thing is hurting
them" because if business
suffers, jobs are log.
Some labor spokesmen have
said their dissatisfaction with
the workmen's compensation
law is mainly with its failure
to provide enough benefits
rather than viith high
premiums charged to em-
ployers.
• __---
Mirjoram. is a plant of the
mint family. ,
The-villainous slave driver in
t —Beecher 
"Uhcle Tom's Cabin'- was
called Simon ',egret. .
However, Shott said, "it
does no good to fund a'-
program like this if there is no
place to take the baby. And it
does no 'good if there is no one
to pay for the care."
Wade Moiuitz, president O(
Norton-Children's -Hospital in"
Louisville said the bad debt, or
noric011ectible accounts, at all
levels of neonatal care
facilities in Kentucky totals
$3.5 million.
"The problem that is going
to come,up very soon is the
facilities in Nashville, Cin-
cinnati. Knoxville and other
neighboring states that are
h 
facilities," Cook said.
andling many Kentucky Earlier Wednesday, the
babies and carrying a sub- committee heard a report
stantial lo in bad debts are from thess




te on Long 
doors to Kentucky .babies,"
Cock said, ._ . =.
- -fiaiii Louisville, told the panel the-- 
Rep....Gerta Benxi', . D-
"These facilities 
babies in their own states to
WOrrk about. When they close nrunrt
e doors, what's going to 
report was 
committeebased  visitson   uria
th
to 2211- 
nursing homes in Kentucky.
happen to all those babies we
don't have bedsfor? 
The committee found good
-Gentlemen, we honestly 
asanidd. bad nursing homes, shei 
have no more room in the inn.
We 
Deficiencies found during
the visits ranged from drabare already at 125 per cent
utilization of existing surroundings, apathetic staff
and poor meals to neglect of
dental care, inappropriate
placed mental patients and




establishing an office of long
term care in the .Department
for Human- Resources,
reconstituting the study
committee after the 1978
Legislature, providing a bill of
rights for all nursing home
residents and creating a
grading system for such
facilities.
rr-









COME TO BIG -K.
SATURDAY NIGHT 8:00 P.M.
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Model 1708 brings you super stew and a small
pTt-ce tag-. Stereo-FM/ AlVt tOrfe r ra-MpliTier with
built-in 8-track tape player, automatic record
changer arid two. sealed back speakers with
special vented designs project great sound.
SALE $1 6995
SALE Thursday, Friday & Saturday
_MAGNAVOX











IP _YOU WATCH LONa.
NQJ'5o:ET
LfOU'LL SEE AN OWL
POKE NIS NEAP CUT...
Uniform Juvenile Probation System Studied
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Members of a legislative
committee are studying a
proposal by the
Administrative Office of the
Courts to create a statewide
uniform juvenile probation
' system. " *
AOC director William Davis
said Wednesday that when the
new9'district Court system goes
into effect next January,
juvenile jurisdiction will pass
from local governments to the
, state. •
That means many of the
programs now financed with
local Or. federal funds may
cease, since local officials
have indicated juvenile ser-
vices should be a state fun-




"There has to be some
..._alternativ.e, or there won'llie_
any ' WaY "keep -them-
juvenile offenders, In - the
community," Davis said:
Under the AOC proposal,
authority for juvenile
probation. would be tran-
GENERAL , IF ANY OF spOUR









its St. 12511 7534033
Free eteklike At Rear Dear
11011111111611111181-
01-+ ME --WHY DO
I WASTE ,^A`,
ENERGY LIKE THIS
THE ARMEP MIGHT OF
ITARAKIMO WATCHES.„
HELPLESS.
sferred to the Court of Justice
— the new four-tiered judicial
system — from -the Human
Resources Department.
However, DHR would still be
involved because Kentucky
law gives it the responsibility
for rare and treatment of
young offenders who wind up
in the courts.
Currently, county judges
have a limited number of
alternatives: they can let the
juvenile go with a warning;
commit him to DM custody,
or, in the case of a capital
offense or felony, refer the
juvenile to a grand jury for
indictment. _
AOC staff member Stephen
F. Wheeler, who drafted the
proposal, said he envisions a
fulltime probation staff
assisting every district judge
in determining how to dispose
of juvenile cases. He
estimated the cost of such a
-program-at $4.3million--te-$5--
- million. -
'It's probably the most
critical problem we've got'
right now," said Sen. William
Sutlivan, D-Henderson,
committee chairman.
It could give the court
system the worst black eye of
all, if communities lose (their
juvenile programs) and
there's no way to take ut• the
slack," he said.
. No. one disputed that
assessment, but several
Committee members in-
dicated they didn't think the
AOC proposal went far
enough.















Franklin Mint 77 +hi
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon todat, furnished to the Ledger &
Times isy I M. Simon-Co f MurrVy are
as follows*
disposition of juvenile cases
be terminated. He said
probation officers— not HEIR
social workers — should have
the final say.
Rep. Louis DeFalaise, R-Ft.
Mitchell, also said' the
committee 'should consider
removing DHR's authority for
handling juvenile offender:.
Currently; the agency has
the sole say over how long a
juvenile is detained — or
where — once the youngster is
placed in agency custody. •
"I don't think the
arrangement with DHR has
any rhyme or reasons he said,
citing a "massive break-
down" in the handing of
juvenile law.
DeFalaise also recom-
mended -that other fun-




working on revision of
juvenile laws, and that a panel
appointed by Gov. Julian
Carroll is working, on a
comprehensive plan for
juvenile justice in the state, as
required by federal law.
DeFalaise asked the AOC
staff to study the state's
juvenile laws to determine
whether revisions can be
made and whether DHR
authority in the disposition of
juvenile cases could be
removed "without dire
financial consequences.
LRC staff member Bob
Bowman said DHR officials
had expressed concern that
any change in state juvenile
law could jeopardize federal
funds for juvenile services.
In other action, the sUb-
eenunittee, gave - tentative
approval to legislation to
Estep Recommended To Governor
As Replacement For Southworth
-__TRAISIKFORT„ Ky.
B9_11 Estep has.. been
recommended to Gov. Julian
'Carroll to. 'replace Warren




McGuffey told the Interim
Committee on Cities Tuesday
he feels Estep, who has been
acting state fire marshal since
mid-September, should
continue to head the state's




meeting with the governor last
week.
Estep "is an outstanding
man," McGuffey said later




-The •-, - - Departmeflit Of
Insurance includes the . Lice..
marshal's office.
Southworth was suspended
with pay by the governor after
a state investigation of the
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT tocliey,„ furnished to the Ledger &
Elf31. of Miehlgati.. Ottrp.. 9f
Murray, are at follows
ifeebiein Inc...2254 '04 -
MeDonalds Corp 48 -%
Ponderosa Systems. 13% + his
Kimberly Clark 38L4 -k2
Union-Cubicle - 









r Ford Motor Co.
v Gen. Dynamics 
Gen. Motors ... .... 67% -7.
Gen. Tire 2214 +%
Goodrich .   19% one
Gulf Oil  -  I 'or une
2601. unc












































Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 27.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Merket
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 969 Est. 000 Barrows &
Gilts .25-lower Sows steady-weak
US 1-2 200-2301bs . 83925-3975
US 1-3 200-2401bs • 
US 24 240-260 lbs 
US 34260-280 lbs.83700-3896
Sows
US 1-2 270-3513 lbs. . $32.00-33.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. . $31.00-32.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.  $33.50-34.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.  :31.00-31.50
Boars 24.50-28.00
IEWAtetlHLs4irCIuhflre
whic.h Jr.illed 16t persons. last
May. The phone revealed
numerous tiolations of federal
and state fire codes and said
ttieliie marshal's office knew
of 
the violations.
latr i;n1sO GuffeH y also,
has recommended to the
governor that Southworth be
kept on the payroll in the fire
marshal's office, possibly as
deputy fire marshal for new
construction or as enucation,,
and training officer.
-He's a very valuable
man," McGuffey said. "He is
probably more knowledgeable
about the fire codes than any
other person in the state."
McGuffey said Carroll
indicated he would make a
decision an the matter' soon"
The governor said he wanted
more time, according to
McGuffey, 'to cOnsider
'-retommendations by Dr!-Ovitt-
Lewis, a Northern Kentucky
University law professor who
was appointed special counsel




office from the insurance
. department, elevating it to
department status .and





prefiling Tuesday a bill to




the fire marshal in his
department but said his
recommendations to the
governor apply regardless of
where the fire marshal is
situated in state government.
"There is no question that
Estep has made tremendous
progress," McGuffey said.
"Six months ago we were six
weeks behind in processing
field inspection reports and all
the other -paperwork. Now
there. LI Only a three week
backlog.
"There is better, coor-
dination between the new
construction and -general
inspection division.
"Estep has set up a system
now where _anytime a field
inspector comes across a
situation that endangers life,
he calls _the fire marshal




comment on matters related
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Dimtr V United Fe tore Ssndfr.t. Toe
to Southworth's- alleged
knowledge of the Beverly Hilrs
violations prior to the May 28
blaze.
"That's a matter for the
courts," he said. -There-is no
question the Beverly Hills
wasn't handled as it should
have been by the fire mar-
shall's office. But Mr. South-
worth is a valuable man and
he could still contribute very
much."
establish a uniform citation
for misdemeanors. proposed
legislation to establish a
uniform citation for
misdemeanors. Citations are
currently issued only in the
case of minor_ traffic
violations: The committee will
spell out the crimes that will
be covered before giving the
"legislation final approval.
Committee members also
heard a report on the status of
facilities for the new district
courts.
Davis said in an interview
before the meeting that ob-
taining facilities for the new
'courts has become- "an ex-
tremely serious problem. It's
potential crisis for the
people."
Davis said the AOC staff has
visited every. county and
drawn up space agreements
for courts and personnel, but
that 80 counties have not
responded yet. - - --
He said the lack of response
Means it will be "Practieillii,
impossible" to resolve -the
problem' of • court
facilities—even on - a -short- •
term basis—before the district
courts begin operation in
January.
He said AOC is considering
purchasing three or four
mobile units in which to hold
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
Corporation, Inc. has filed with the Federal
Government a Compliance Assurance in which it
assures the Rural Electrification Administration
that it vrill_comply fully with all_requirenwpts of
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Rules and Regulations of the Department of
Agrieultureissued thereunder, tathe end that no-
person in the United States shall, On the ground
of race, color, or national origin, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be otherwise subjeeted to-diseriminatiess in -
the conduct of its proiram and the operation of
its facilities: Under this AsSurance, this
. organization -Is committed not th -dikrizhInate
against. any person on the ground of iraCe;
-or nsitionsil  prigia in its poras 7  
and.•
'
relating to applications for service or any other
policies and practices relating to treatment of
beneficiaries and' participants including rates,
conditions had extension of service, use of any of
its facilities, attendance at and participation in
any meetings of beneficiaries and participants
or the exercise of any rights of such beneficiaries
and participants in the conduct of the operations
of this organization.
Any person who believes himself, or any
specific class of individuals; to be subjected by
this organization to discrimination prohibited by
Title VI-of the Act and theaules and Regulations -
issued thereunder may, by himself or - a
representative, file with the Secretary of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 20250, or the
Rural Electrification Administration;
Washington, D. C. 20250, or thisiorganization, or
all, a written complaint. Such complaint must be
filed not later than 180 days after the alleged
discrimination, or by such later date to which the
Secretary of AgricultUre or the Run' Elec-
trification Administration extends the time for
filing. Identity of complainants Will be kept con-
fidential except to the extent necessary to carry




































JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
' -in tire • name,' of the
Father,' and of the Son,
and Of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to ob-
serve all things what:
soever I have com-
manded you: And, lo I
am with you afways,
even unto the end of the
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
you observing_ all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
promise of eternal life.






40 by 12 noon, the hits
before publalItion -
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Shop, shaves and W4ITRESSES wanted.




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x. 10 ;2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
. 753-0035. Free parking




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
[nor-Grepafrais Pill'; wig% Nada:
plan sore ciavitaiest Also
grapefruits • tat swishing
weals sad lose viiipat. Illogleu
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD LIKE to
thank everyone who
helped us during the
Illness and death of our
husband and father,
Brent Atkins. Dr. John •
Quartermous and the
third floor nurses at the
hospital, Max Churchill
and his staff. Many
thanks to the friends,
neighbors and relatiyes
for their food, visiCs, and
phone Calls. We also
appreciate the beautiful
flowers we received. A
special thanks to Bro.
Lawson Williamson, and
Bro. Terry Sills for their
comforting vtords. Wife
and children.
S. lost And Found









for buffing and detail
wor °Aeassistant
body man in clean-up
shop. Call 753-6038_
_ _ CARRIER-SALESMAN_ _
,• WANTED liar_ _Courier.-
' Journal: Call 753-7116 for
interview.









21679; • Denver, CO.
80221.
HOUSEKEEPER-1 to 2














who are interested in
becoming licensed as a
salesperson. Replies
held in strictest con-
fidence. Call 759-1707 or












Murray to serve as
welcoming hostess to
replace retiring
hostess. You will be










welcome to apply. Call
502/842-5566 or'write
Community Greeting






This building and grounds is being offered at a













25- COLOR CONSOLE - 5" Speaker, Mediterranean Styling (Pecan
Colon, Spanish Styling i Oak Colori, 30,000 Volt Higb Voltage System,
100S, Solid State, 16 Circuit Boards, Electronic Selective Sensor Tuning
'SSTI, Negative Guard Band Black Matrix, Picture Tube with Tinted
Phosphor, Instant Touch Tuning, Automatic Fine Tuning, Automatic
Degaussing, Automatic Gain Control, Automatic rightness Limiter.
Automatic line & High Voltage Control. Automatic . t Lock, Automatic
color Control, Audio Tone Control, Automatic rightness Control,
Reriwte , F XCLUSIVE 4-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
Many models to choose from all
with the four. year warranty.
"You see many advertising their T V sets but
you never 'see the warranty, there must be a
reason are they ashamed of their short worran-
ty 3 Were proud of our 4 years






Take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for free





















Sae kts for ftrnancing
Flownciip wrested Ay





14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY used-air
.conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-.
1551.
I- 18,000-71T 24,000 BTU aircoNtitioner. ' 'Good
repair. Call 753-8216
after 5.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD- LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669. 
STANDING TIMBER by
the acre-or footage. Call
49641757. -
WANT _TO BUY small A
- -door-'automatic eilf-T-44F
6 cylinder. Call 753-7573.
- •
GOOD USED TWIN or
Inink beds." Also chest:.
Call 437-4155.
- Wanted
Bearer - 2 year old breeding
poir for restocking wild ores.
Please reply_ to 1,S..11111ord,
P. 0. Box 2345, loulsvMaJy.
40207. _
15. Articles For Sale
SALE ELECTRIC heater,




heavy lined, 24" x 42",
.$9.99. 32" x 42", $12.99
each. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8
piece sets, choice of
colors. $39.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.







$17.88. Single lever type.
..;22.5, Wallin Hardware
Paris.
IF CARPETS LOOK dull,
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western






and dining room fur-
niture. Antique„ wood




' ladder 5112 88, 6' $14.88.
16' $18.88, 20' $24.88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
SALE 4000 WATT 4 stack
Matthews electrii. heat
$34.99. Wallin Hard-. .
_ ware, Paris.
15. Articles For Sale
TWO WARM MORNING
LP gas heaters. One
autocrat LP heater. Call
436-2411 weekends' and
after "6 p. m. 753-2424
from 8-5 p. m. week-








Two twin size bed-
spreads, bright .green,




22" cut 3'2 h.p. B and -S
engine. $88.88. Wallin
Hardware,-Parls:--- - -
PIE SAFE, chair, very




5 slacks, 8 tops. Size 14-











for sale. Call 753-464.
TAPPAN_ MICROWAVE
with cook book and
defrost- for only $17.00





OAK BUNK BED frames
Excellent condition.
35.00. Call 753-3704.
H EA vy _DUTY four
wheel wagon, heavy -
duty tires; strong frame
and standards,' no side
boards. 650.00. Call 492-
8702 frort 7 to 9 p. m.
16. Home Furnishings
USED SIDE BY SIDE
Tappan .refrigerator,
harvest gold. Washer






perfect for mobile home
or any small area. For
both 'Only cost $21.00 per
month or $368. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
G.E. _HEAVY DUTY
washer and dryer white
with full controls both
for $28 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
'0595.
USED COUCH AND'
CHAIR for sale. Call 436-
5636.
FULL SIZE, medium
firm mattress and box
springs, 50.00. See at 802
N. 20th, after 5 p. m.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES






16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry
yards in stock, also
Paternayan • 3 ply
Persian. Materials for
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and




Tractor, plow, disc and
cultivator. A-1 con-


























-SALE BALER twine, 9000





32 CALIBER hi powered
rifle. Winchester 94.
J.E. Vinson, Benton, Ky.






maple stock and roll





Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
tIg?It weight, venlffagecr












for twit entering MRS
band program. -250.00.
Call 753-4720 after 5 p.
SEKOVA GUITAR phase












None menil end snored ever IC
riers.-De net sip my unfree, odd in.
I I inishes1










locally. Rupert./ Uhi new.
Rosponsele party caa tato a hip
saving ea low payment lialance.








SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey-Birs, 1500 pack
99 cents. _Heat bulb 250
watt, $1.19. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE BATH TUB faucets





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.












SALE CHAIN saw chains
3,8" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
- bar, $8.95. 16" bar, $9.9.5,
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-67
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
and white televisi
Perfect toTT-orna M





G.E. 19" color T.V. with
AFC and custom picture





stereos at the lowest
prices in West Ky. We
service what we sell,
this includes lake- area.
All work is guaranteed
so come to Sissons
Zenith Sales and save.
Highway 94, 18 miles
West of Murray.. Open
7:30-5:30, or anytime by
appointment, phone 1-
382-2174 or 382-2743.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1976 12 x 65 3 bedroom
trailer. All electric.
Central air. Washer and
dryer. Call 435-4413.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,





29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM
TRAILER, 1 mile out of
city limits. Water and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. 1 or 2 adults.
50.00 deposit, 85.00
Month. Call 753-5405
after 6 p. m.
ONE YEAR OLD 2
bedroom 12 x 44 trailer
on private road in












mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 7532-1260 
30. Business Rentals
20' a 34' BUILDIN
concrete floor, excellent
condition. 2;',2 miles 94
East. $50. Call 753-8216.
31 Want To Rent
WANT LAND FOR' ro*







Central heat and air.
Private deck. Call 753-
7550.





Need person to sub








per month plus 100.00
deposit. Couple or single
persons preferred. Call
753-5447 after 5 p. m.
38. Pets - Supplies
GERMAN SHEPHERD
pups for sale. Call 901-
247-5336, Puryear, Tenn.
or see at Hazel Lumber
- Yard.
NEWLY DECORATED
SEAFtS BLACK and white apartments for girls.
T.V. console. Working_ 60.00 per month. Call
order. $35. Call 753-0605.
ZENITH TV SALE Trade
now and-save. All color
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free 1 year service.
Sissons Zenith Sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174. Open 7:30-
5:30 or anytime ky
appointment.
NOTICE
Dairy Queen is closing Monday
night (Halloween) for the season.
1.2 gallons, quarts and pints for
your freezer.
Thanks for a good year
Geneva and Johnie
AUCTION
Saturday, October 29 at 1 p.m. rain or shine at the
Nemmis McDaniel home located 4 miles east of
Murray on Hwy. 94 East.
,Selling: electric range, GE refrigerator,
Frigidaire Freezer, washer and dryer, B/W TV
like new, living room suite, electric heater, plat-
form rocker, radio, John Deere Push mower,
Hoover vacuum cleaner, odd tables and lamps,
bed linens.
Antiques: ldts of good quilts, 1 oak dining
chair, oak dresser, deacons bench, few pieces
glassivare,lin door pie safe, stone jugs, 2 sewing
machines, green fruit jars, cane bottom chairs,
tea and wash kettles, bee smoker, cottom cards,
hand tools, plus other items too numerouS to
mention.
Not responsible for accidents, detailed an-
nounce.ments day of sale. For all your auction
needs and information call
AUCTIONEERS
Terry Shoemaker 436-5327














puppies. 8 weeks old.
Reduced prices. Call
759-1208 after 5 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED
miniature Schnauzer


















on Highway 94 East Box
99.
YARD SALE, Saturday
'29:1 a.m. 703 Payne St.
Murray. Lots of winter
clothes.
43 Real Estate
GUY SPANN REALTY -
We go to extra lengths to
serve you. Your interest
and desire are our
primary concem.Whett.








PLANNING to build neat
spring? We have several
lots that are beautiful
building sites. Buy your
lot now so you can get an








.r..4 • CHOICE NEW LISTING
Alrnosl new 3 bedroom, 2 bath home 1 mile from
Murray. Many outstanding features including
great room with wood-burning fireplace,
beautifuloi cdniets in nkitchen.
, 
car garage -
with workshop, outside storage building, wooden




George Gallagher 753.8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932













1804 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Sundoi
October 30, 1977 .
from
1 to 5 p.m
Refreshments will
be served
There will be a prize given to
the "Best Dressed" couple.
Other prizes will be given through-
out the afternoon by random
drawings.
You' do not have to be
present to win - but you
must come by to register.
Thank You for your patronage,
and for allowing us to introduce
























houses and one apart-
ment house. Buy now
and see a return in your











N.W. of Murray,. 3
bedroom frame home in
top condition, has own
nil- wait towafl_ran
pets. BOnus, 2 + acres.
Wilson Ins. & Reif
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
CAN't find a home you
like? Then buy, this lot in
Canterbury and build
your own. Beautiful
corner • lot 141/2 ;120.
-S.W. coiner of Oxford
Drive and Tabard


















small business such as
antique shop,
professional offices, or
retail outlet. Located at
corner of North 5th and
Chestnut Streets. Shown
by appointment only, so
phone us today at
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222, We would love to
show you this choice
property.
KhZ.14:4V-121E-KENEFITS
of country living in this
like new, nicely
decorated, 3 bedroom, 2
bath home located 4
mites from Murray.
There's a sunken living
--room, formal dining





- Phone Rowena Beaky,
753-1222 for fulltime,




luck! Six room,, 3
bedroom, brick veneer,
cential heat and air; 
2_




$37,300. For more in-
formation, call or come
by 105 N. 12th, Boyd
Majors Real Estate, 753-
8080. 4
CUTE --fteNd11,10/-
located only ½- block






garden area. This is an
--imequallodhousing-
OpPortimity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. We are working'
hard to provide the best




List Your Property With Us
505 Main St. 753-0t01






some bottom land, '
some nice timber. Four
room house, good
mobile home, good





1222 or visit our office at
711 7"
THE .WJON. INS. &
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY, INC. has
provided over a quarter
of a century of •con-
Lintious service. If you
-need an appraisal to
-.determine the value of
your property or in-









Open House - For your inspection Sat. Oct. 29,
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 3071:00 p.m.-
5 :00 p.m. Just completed - ready for you to move
into your new home. This beautiful brick veneer
home just 31/2 miles from city limits of Murray.
Follow Rt. 121 SE. to Old Salem Road, ttim N.










Country home on the A.B. Lassiter Road. Two
bedrooms, custom kitchen cabinets, central heat
and air, all cedar closets, central vacuum
system, dining room. All rooms are extra large,
on over 'in acre of land with trees.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753.7724 -
Member of Multiple listings
-Cray Spamr, 7594502 in.ii. Ilelmr, 753-2409
Jack Persall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753•5725
T.C. Collie, 753-5122 Ray Reeves, 753-2437
•






46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER 8
room brick home on
quiet street close to
schools. Dining room,
den, 2 full baths. Fully
carpeted, central- heat
and air. Lots of storage
including walk-in
closets. Double garage,
patio. Call 753-0376. If no
answer call 753-5665. .
BY OWNER,1 bedroom
brick, 11/2 baths, large
kitchen-den, 3 walk in






1701 Magnolia. Call 753-
7906.
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
bath, living room, den,
kitchen' and dining
room. Efficiency cot-





FOR SALE BY OWNER
- 3 bedroom house.
Neat UniversIfy. Priced
In' 20's. Call -1/53•8728-
after 5-p. m.
FOUR BEDROOM
modern brick house. All
conveniences. Located
in country.. Call 753-8333.
BY OWNER 5 room
htni.se, aMMinum siding.
'Large yard and garden..
Immediate possession.
If interested call 753-






Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots of closet space
including walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after-
6 p. m.
47. Motorcycles
Lity AWAY a. Yamaha
motorcycle now at Town
and Country Yamaha,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
LAY AWAY A helmet or
any other motorcycle




TIRE SALE: Truck load.
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 12-





+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E713x14" $IN FET;
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
FET:, -G78x14 , or 15"
$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85








"THE" 1TTLE- ENOUGH -70 MA1<E
- -ME SHUDDERY"-
48. Automotive Service
SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air
filter, $1.86 to fit most
American or • import-
cars, Wallin Hardware,
Paris,




49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 TORINO GT. Power




• 1s7h3aVrrIA.. 19 r7edl anEd-whi lectra "-
Limited, local car, nice.
1972 Chevey car hauler. 8952'
1970 GTO irrunaculate
car, sharp. 1952 Chevy
truck, good body. Runs
excellent Call days 753-
-0405, after 5, 753-0695.
1974 CORVETTE. new
-paint, tires, side pipes..
pe-aM ired with red in-
terior. 350 4 speed, a tilt
• telescopic -wheel, AM-




_antrimatie, floorg.paint - •
Call 354-6206.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
- 1966 Ford van, in-
terior all done in carpet.
Robf scoop and chrome
wheels. Call - 759-1813
after 4 p. m.
1968 FORD FALCON, 4
door, power steering,






1973 LINCOLN MARK IV.
Color metallic baby
blue, 45,000 miles. Call
after 5 753-0093.
,1971 MUSTANG Grande,
new tires, air con-
ditioning, automatic.
Call 753-3607. -
1956 WELLIS JEEP, 4
wheel drive, Excellent
condition. Call 753-2571.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low.
mileage, one owner. Tilt
, wheel, landau tap, ex-
cellent buy. Call 753-
-4331.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,
excellent buy. CaP, 753-
4331.
GOOD TASTE-GOOD BUY
Very neat and,attractive 2 story home in quiet
residential n6ghborhood. -Three bedrooms, 2
baths, woodburning fireplace in living room, fen-
ced backyard, newly painted inside and out.
Robertson , School District, immediate
possession, and priced in the 40's. Phone Kop-






GeorgelGallogher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
' Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperud 153-1222
Bill Rayburn 753-4474 .
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 CAPRICE Classic,




Call 753-2467 or 753-0254.,
1974 FOUR WHEEL drive
Chevrolet pickup.
Excellent mechanically.
Call 767-3325-after 8 p.m:




'royal. 1973. 50;000 miles.
Gooa Condition. Call 753=
1976 PICKUP, long wheel
bed Toyota. 10,000 miles.
1975 Honda-CB 200 T
motorcycle. 1700 miles.
Both in excellent shape.
"Call 435-4413.
1975 MONTE CARLO
silver and blue. Factory
AM-FM stereo tape and
CB. Nearly jiew set of
Xichelin radials. 32,000
miles. Call after 5 p. m.
753-8030.
.„_
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1946 Ford pickup truck.
Needs work. 125.00. 1167
Toyota Land Cruiser




air. $1095. 1971 GMC
pickup, - R1195. Call 489-
2595.





See at Murray Ice Co.,
753-1813.






after 5 up. _.
- • -
1978 OLDS 98 Luxury
sedan, all power,
leather, electric moon
roof, brown on brown.
$10,000. 1978 Corvette
red, red leather, auto
cruise. 1978 T Bird




10. Long Mice! base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt








both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on




'sales. and • service
department at 1-24 and







Bilging Repair : -
Highway 14 East
753-0400
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Sieve. Shaw, 753-9490 or_
Bob Kemp, 435-4343. -
MOBILE HOME AN-
CHORS,--underpirming,
patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-






steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30







and top soil. Call Joe
Beard. 436-2306.
- - - - - -
ELECTRIC WIRING
home and industrial. air
onditioning; and
refrigeration, heating:
Call 4744841,- - -
FENPrIAMS-at -Strars
now. Call Ddfig Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.














decorative rock or stock











home or industrial. Call















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001.* Phone day or
flight 442-7026.
INSULATION SAVES






-A-TATMAN' and gas- in-
stallation "will do.
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
WILL CLEAN gutters.
Call after 5 p.m. 759-
1416.
FOR -YOUR septic tank
and back boe work--
needs. ALso septic tank
cleaning. Call John
-Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2§86 or _4364340..
- PAINTING, -'IN'FERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





Company Inc. Air con-







Check with us today about this lovely 3 bedroom
home with 2 car garage. The price could not be
better.
'Tour laciness is always appreciated at 00111115 REALTY
Edna Knight 753-1910 Anna Reglad% 753-2177
Sam Knight 7591910 tele Reed 753-6016
Patsy Fain 753-6316 Pat Armstrong 4364174
Ray Roberts 436-5650




Call us about this 3 bedroom home built in 1974.





Pete Waldrop 753 7249
N. T. Waldrop, &Aar







Doug Taylor at 753-231Q
for free estimates.
FOR BACKHOE and
, bulldozing needs. Call




- ficient seiidee: NO job








- -Steam-clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
- will clean the hallway
free, runit 4110. A 10'









by Sears save on them
high heat and cooling
bills.- Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 fqr free
eaimates.
RENT RINSENVAC
- Me Mbar '16-it-yorarsa--
method cleans carpets es...
WRY -
Sti pound portable power-
'house does aththe war*
IEFFICTIVEIT -
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep dowb dirt and





a fraction of the cost
YOU SAVE UP TO
PER ROOM)
lent far orgy $12.00• day
let-Air Decor Store
1164.11r tamer 753-5545 -
54. Free Column
FIREWOOD free to
someone who will cut
and clean up. Call 492-
8348. •
SMALL BLONDE terrier
type puppies, also 2 tiger
stripe kittens. Cap 436-
5650 after 5 p.m.
FREE KITTENS white






Roorwt-rowiirt•-•••-* -bwf-a-t•asia sarto-Casitlitto oPd
-away to asoolielo Sall op to 2414 stowderd, but wilt precut en she
wooded. Shop ?be root thou cows to Outgo 3.11$awl boy His bast





4 AP 220-1 Economical to operate
and maintaia. . . with an output
capacity of 11,4110 g. p. h. with a t-
suctionfdiscluirge. Ideal for pum-
ping uqwd fertilizers and pesticide!
- . Pwojo, body. -impeller, and- volute
are reinforced polyester therrnc.
pirate to resist corrosion. ..Fast self- .
printing design with check valve
eyes a 5„,ft suction lift in 75 sec
.-Total head up- to -94 ft -.Carbon-
ceramic shaft seals made of
stainless steel and Buns-N rubber'.
.Powered by a 4-cycle single cylin-
Oer gngine with spalsh type-
.High voltage magneto
ignition system ..Washable foam air
cleaner .Weight - 32lb s
Murray Supply Lawn & Garden





Invite you to share their hack-to-nature retreat espisrially
inviting with the beautiful fall colors. This cottage has 1
bedrooms, large living room, 2 decks furnished just
move in and start enjoying your own hide-away
, 47' 753-1492 .
1200 Sc.imore
. . Alter Hours
laretla Jobs-753-609. BA Pa nr.-75 3-9.7.44




19' diygonal Tour's Tune Styr






,‘ SALE Thursday, Friday & Saturday
ti; B MUS1C:MAGNAVOX
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I Funerals
Mrs. Mae Outland of 210
South Ninth Street, MUrray,
died eirly this Morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 87 years of
age and the wife of Burnette
Outland who died on October
2..
The Murray woman was a
member Of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born- April 17, 1890, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Stephen
Douglas Winchester and
Emily Hendon. Winchester.
One son, Rupert Hendon
Outland, died in 1958.
Mrs. Outland is survived by
one granddaughter, Mrs.
Dwaine (Geraldine) McClard,
one grandson, Gene Outland,-
and Six -gr-eat -grandehltdren,
all of Murray.
The ,funeral.- will.. be -held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
'Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpot officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
7Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p. m.
Friday.
Final rites for Henry A.
Farris are being held today 'at
two p.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. Henry Hargis of-
ficiating. Burial will follow In
the Murray City Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers are
Gene McDougal, Charles
Herzog, Alfred Lindsey, R. Q.
Knight, John C. Steele, and
Bruce King.
Mr. Farris, age 92, died
Tuesday at two p.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member oil.,
the New Providence Church Of
-Christ. -- 
_ He is survived by two
daughters,-Mrs. Ftosie Pearce,
Murray, and Mrs. Elaine
Herzog, White Plains, N. Y.;
four sons, NOble of Murray, '-
Floyd and Bradley of Tulsa,
-Okla, and Prentice of Fort
Wtirth, Texas; two sisters,
Mrs. Novie- Patterson and
Mrs. Meda Jackson, and three
brothers, Hardy, Hall, and




The funeral for Thelbert
Wyatt will be held Friday at
one p. m. at the chapel of the.,.
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. James T.'
Garland officiating. Burial
will follow in the Barnett
Cemetery.
Friends- May - call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Wyatt, age 65, a
resident of River Rouge,
Mich., died Tuesday at the
Riverside Hospital, Trenton,
Mich. He was married
December 24, 1934, to the
former Sallie Barnett, and she
died January .31, 1971. Born
November 5, 1911, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the




(Fannie) Mohler, Alma Route'
One; two sons, Bunus Barnett,
Lincoln Park, Mich., and
Walter Wyatt, Wyandotte,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Roy
(Jetta) Sills, St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mrs. Manon Hargrove,
Bronnson, Kan.; two brothers,
Aubrey Wyatt, Murray, and
-- Loyd Wyatt, Cadiz; six
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
Legislation To Change Home
Rule Wording To Be Prefiled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislation will be pre-filed
for the 1978 General Assembly
that would repeal language of
the 1972 Kentucky Home Rule
Act, but would replace it with
new language that would
carry the same effect.
The proposed legislation
was approved Wednesday by
the- special Leislative
Research"*torruinision sub-
committee on counties and
special districts in response to
a Septeitiber decision by the
Kentucky Supreme Court
which declared the Home Rule
Act unconstitutional.
The law delegated broad
authority to county fiscal
courts to manage their own
affairs.
The court said only the
General Assembly is vested
with legisIdtiVe power and it
c„annot broadly delegate that
authority,
Allan Spader, Staff-assistant
to the County Statute Revision
commission—which has been
working on cleaning up • and
streamlining laws applying to
counties—told committee
members that the proposed
home rule _ language was
similar to that proposed by the
Municipal Statute 'Revision
. .
We believe it has exactly
A gospel singing will be held
at the Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene, located north-of
Kirksey just off Highway 299,
on Sunday, October 30, at two'
p.m.
Featured groups will be the
Hallelujah Singers - and the
Glory Land Trio. Class singing
will also be featured, ac-
cording to the church pastor,
the Rev. Horace E. Duke, who




missionary to India-110W o-ii
furlough, will speak at the
Murray Church of the
Nazarene, located on Doran
Road. on Saturday. October
29, at seven p.m. She was
appointed lo India in 1941,
interned in a Japanese
prison camp in the Philip-
pine Islands until 1945, and
returned to India in 1946.
Her field duties include nur-
sing and general missionary
work. She has been in
charge of three clinics, went
to South India to care for the
children in the Nazarene
Hostel, and has been
assistant manager of the
Nazarene coeducational
school in Chikhli for thirty
-years.. Miss Chappell , at-
tended Olivet Nazarene
College where she received
her B. A., Northwest
Nazarene College for her B
S., Samaritan School of Nur-
sing for her R. N., and Fron-
tier Nursing Service in Ken-
tucky for her Midwifery Cer-
tificate. The public is invited
to hear Miss Chappell, ac-
cording to the church
pastor, the Rev. Elmer V.
Hughes.
II Corrections & Amplifications I
A story appearing in the Thursday, Oct. 20 edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times dealing with city and county
school system enrollment figures did not intend to imply
that enrollment in Calloway. County School System is
down compared to last year. Calloway County School
System enrollment is up. ••
But, discounting an 82 student kindergarten enrollment
in Calloway County School System, enrollment is down
'slightly for both systems combined.
The newspaper regrets any misunderstanding the story
may have created.
The Murray Ledger & Times ides Jo clmert 0,0011PtlY an errors
.in factor. clarit/ any, misleading information appearing injis ws, ar-
tidesThat is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
lol clirltica(lonpleaat call 755-1518'
The new language says that
a county fiscal court may
"exercise any power and
perform any function withini
its boqpdaries that is in fur-
therance of a public purpose of
the county and dot in conflict
with a constittitional provision
or statute."
Ihe section to be repealed—
the one declaredun-
constitutional—gives • fiscal
courts all the "rights, powers,
franchises and Privileges
including the -power to- levy
taxes" not in conflict with
state law or the state con-
stitution to "the same extent
as if the General Assembly
has expressly granted and
delegated to the fiscal court
all the authority that is within
the power - of the- General
Assembly to grant to fiscal
courts of said-eountipc  "
Lind-Say said tItitt- the
the same- effect as the
language we repeal," Spader
said. -
Rep: Gross Lindsay, D-
Henderson, committee
chairman, said Sat although
the bill appears lengthy,' it




The Calloway County Health
Center will have a Pap Smear
clinic on Monday, October 31,
starting at one p.m.
Tests will be given to women
of Murray and Calloway
County and for an ap-
pointment call-7534384, health




















• clarified" the home rule law
-so that it wasn't a carte
-1i1ie grant of itithority.'! :
•The court's biggest
problem (with the original
act) was statute was
overly broad," he said. "What
we did seas to rewrite in
conjunCtion with other
legislation we've been
working on to definer' the
county's role."_ 
he proposed new .seeriOri
also provides that ii Power or
function is not in conflict with
a statute unless it is expressly
prohibited by a statute or
irreconcilable with a statute.
In other action relating to
the home rule question,
Lindsay asked the LRC to file
a brief with the Supreme
• Court-asking Alia court for. a
rihear_ings)n itS. decision. -
Youth groups from two
churches will be -among
those collecting for UNICEF
(United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund)
in Murray on Saturday and
Sunday.
The youth from the Oak
GrO.:re. Ctirnlierland
Presbyterian Church will
collect from one to four p.m. .
Saturday in area of Murray,
according to Ann Jeffrey,
leader for the group. The-
youth collecting will identified
by the cartons they will collect
with for the special-'fund.
Sunday from 3:30 to five
p.m. the God Squad, com-
posed of youth from fourth
through eighth grades, of the
First Christian Church will
collect in areas of Murray,
according to Ruth Perkins,
youth leader. Following the
service project the squad will
have a Halloween party at the
church.
USE THE WANT ADS
Phone - 753-191-6
It's a very special
occasion—RCA's five-
millionth XL-100 color TV.
To celebrate, we're joining
with RCA to bring you .
three new "Special Edition"
models—the most fully '
featured, best performing '
XL-100 sets ever built.
And at our special
• introductory prices, they're
• the greatest values in
• XL-100 history too!
• •










Meryl On OM 111111MIL1Nralinaillotte st uriellill111111111111111111111111111111111 allinfilli ORM 1
Choice of Mediterranean or Colonial styling
753-1713
MURRAY. KENTU -
Model GB744
Automatic Fine
Tuning
SignaLock electronic
varactor tuning
Wide-range
oval speaker
Mastercrafted
"cabinet with
concealed.casters
